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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Columbus City Schools along with DeJONG-RICHTER, provided an avenue for community input in the form of a questionnaire. The appointed
ADHOC Committee members also had a hand in the development of
the questionnaire. The questionnaire was comprised of 17 questions to
garner input about facility planning framework in Columbus City Schools.

DR

The paper questionnaire was available in from March 4th– March 11th,
2016. These paper versions were available at all Columbus Metropolitan
Library locations, school locations, as well as the District office. Respondents were instructed to return the completed paper questionnaires to
their nearest CCS school location. The paper questionnaires garnered
119 responses, total.

A

Online versions of the questionnaire were also available online March
2nd– March 14th, 2016 via a link provided on the District webpage. The
online questionnaires garnered 1,616 responses, total.

FT

In total, the District’s and Ad Hoc Committee’s efforts provided the facility planning process with 1,735 completed questionnaires. These results
will be used throughout the process moving forward. The results from
both the paper and online questionnaire versions can be found in the
subsequent pages of this report. All comments can be found in the Appendix beginning on page 16.
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Which of the following grade arrangements/configurations would you support?
PK-6, 7-12

PK-8, 9-12

PK-12 Campus

1005
440
70
53
29

166
392
146
427
239

305
367
146
346
219

184
210
167
386
420

DR

Strongly Support
Support
No Opinion
Do Not Support
Strongly Do Not Support

PK-5, 6-8, 9-12

A

Please rate the importance of the following factors for your choices above.

Important
No Opinion
Not Important

FT

Program focus (e.g.,
Limiting the number of
Age difference between
Travel time to and from
STEM, fine arts, language times a student changes
students
school
immersion, etc.)
schools
1425
133
97

1053
395
149

6

819
402
378

982
404
200
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On the scale below, which do you prefer more: small buildings (smaller
learning communities) or larger buildings (more program offerings)?

265

<----->

249

<----->

435

<----->
<----->
Larger Buildings

DR

Small Buildings

292

163

201

A

Which of the following do you recommend for schools that are overcrowded? Please check all that apply.

FT

Change the grade arrangement (move a grade out of a school - example change
from a K - 5 to a K - 4 building)
Renovate and/or build a school

625
1066

Reassign some of the students to another school

405

Change attendance boundaries of nearby schools

715

None of the above/No opinion

77
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Which of the following do you recommend for schools that are overcrowded? Please check all that apply.
Combine small schools to create efficiency (put two schools
together in the larger building to form one school)

768

Co-locate schools (have two schools share one building)
Allow schools to remain small despite having an underutilized
facility

335

DR

Bus students to increase enrollment

362

286

Change attendance boundaries of nearby schools
Change the grade arrangement (add a grade in to a school example, change from a K-5 to a K-6 building)

718

None of the above/No opinion

111

652

A

In your opinion, where should PK spaces be located in the District?

FT

Offered at all schools that currently have Kindergarten
Offered at select schools
Offered at a centralized PK Center (one in each region of the District)

1015
216
320

Offered at one District PK Center

34

Other

48
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The District offers a wide range of services/programs for students. In your opinion, where should these services be located in the District?
Career & Technical
ESL (English as a Second
Adult Education
Gifted
Special Education
Education
Language)

Other

136

260

788

1049

1060

69

A single centralized center

552

383

178

160

119

19

One center in each planning area

510

467

259

158

153

15

A combination of centers & schools

395

482

369

235

274

41

A

DR

Programs offered at each school

There are spaces within a school that the State of Ohio does not provide funding for. These projects are typically funded by local taxes.
Auditoriums
Auditoriums
Outdoor
Larger
Outdoor
Indoor
Non-school
Land for
Tennis courts
Adult Education
(Middle School) (High School)
athletic
gymnasiums
Education
Swimming Pool facilities (bus schools to be
1300

1515

1399

587

No Opinion

198

74

140

549

311

Not Important

122

34

88

453

144

1149

9

727

687

394

FT

Important

Preserve
historic

Centralized
student health

1163

1024

948

923

548

518

428

336

408

394

435

326

401

779

108

166

254

239
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What are the top three (3) challenges facing the athletic programs for CCS?
Please select 3 at most.
889

Equipment needs

821

Space / time for all teams

352

Number / equity of athletic offerings

425

Cost of programs
Transportation
Lack of indoor multipurpose building

DR

Condition of facilities / fields

741
373
316

Condition of facilities

548

FT

A

What are the top three (3) challenges facing the fine arts programs (visual & performing arts) for CCS?
Please select 3 at most.

Equipment needs

894

Space / time for all programs

740

Number / equity of program offerings

669

Cost of programs

674

Transportation

172

Lack of facilities or spaces within facilities

623

Other

56
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When determining whether a school should be renovated, replaced, built new, re-purposed, or retired: which 3 of the following
factors should be considered the highest priority? (Please select only 3)
Historical, architectural, or cultural significance of the school

584

Physical condition of the school

1192

Safety and security of the school

1024

DR

Ability to aCBommodate enrollment on current site

414

Enrollment growth or decline

317

Facility is overcrowded or underutilized

FT

Other

A

Overall cost of the project
The school building does not have the right spaces for the current
program(s) being taught

11

498
347
474
57
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Would you be interested in the District permitting public access to the facilities or developing partnerships with the services or agencies listed
below? If so, please select those you are interested in having the District pursue.
891

Health services

790

Parks & Rec programs

931

Adult education programs

708

Senior Services
Wellness center

After school programs (YMCA for example)
Community service groups (For example: churches, Rotary,
community centers)
Youth and independent sport leagues

FT

A

DR

Family resource centers

Day care / child care
GED Preparation & Testing

499
618
1081
584
670
643
729

Public Library

685

Public / City / County Services (police, fire, hospital, etc.)

441

College/University/Career Tech Classes

870

Veterans Organizations

386

Other

48
12
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When choosing a school for your child, which is most important? Please choose your top two (2).
Start Time

55

Location

562

Condition of the building

233

DR

Program Focus (e.g., STEM, fine arts, language immersion, etc.)

804

Administrator and Staff

747

Sports/Athletic Programs/Activities/Facilities

Not applicable/No opinion

FT

A

Safety

13

97
620
52
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RESULTS—Demographics

FT

A

DR
Which group best represents you? Please check all that apply.
Parent/Guardian
Faculty/Staff of CBS
Student

801
663
96

Interested Resident

383

Other

109
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Question 1: Which of the following grade arrangements/configurations would you support?
Other
1-4/6-8/9-12
6 th grade building K-5 7-9 10-12

6th grades don't really fit with elementary. They are too limited in academic options.
7th grade - 11 years old- mixed with 12th grade - 18th years old - BAD idea
Actually PK-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12 to maximize resources and programs

An entire school for gifted 3-12 where 8-12 students mentor 3-7 students
an old big school made new and big windows big classes

Arrangement should reflect needs of the school specialization

because the kids there might be sweet. And, the kids are nice. And I can learn about

CCS needs an Autism Center to support the varying degrees of Autism that our stu-

stepwise plan to advance these kids organizationally and socially to independence.
Like PK-6, 7&8, 9-12 with advanced placement in every school.















I feel schools should go back to Pk-6, 7-9 and 10-12 or Pk-4, intermediate 5-6, 7-9, 10-12
I feel strongly about PK-12
I feel strongly to support pike through 12 campus.
I like the intermediate school setups I've seen.
I like the pk-6,7-9,10-12. This option was not available.
I like visiting campus because its a near by center.

I strongly support

Don't care-- as long as there are smaller class sizes.
Duxberry should be moved to the Ft Hayes campus

I support pk-5,6-8,9-12 and pk-12 campus.
I think Duxbury and other schools are responsible and generous
I think Duxbury and other schools should because it will help neighborhoods
I think Duxbury is a fine school

I think it would be valuable to Columbus City to break up our middle schools. People
leave our district because of our middle schools. I would suggest prek-3, 4-6, 7-8, and 9
-12. Fashioning after nearby suburb schools who have had success with this model.





currently 6-8

I support campus

FT

Creating a sense of ownership is important. Students knowing their schools and

schools knowing their students, allows the district to adjust resources because of trend
data and predictability of student population. A more constructive and responsive
feeder system would benefit the smaller communities within the district.











I feel middle school is an issue. Wherever they are there needs to be a grade to grade

A

Benny is the best in the world and is cool and strong

dents have. We now have over 800 students in the district with Autism. There are close
to 200 of them leave the district and take 27,000 scholarship elsewhere.



I feel very proud about fort Hayes because after Duxberry we go to Aims then to Fort
Hayes then to Ohio state. we should be in the same campus as all the schools



A separate building to house 6th graders only to aid in their transition to middle school.

the kids






6,7,8

An all girls Pk-12 campus/all boys

I currently work in a school that's PK-6. There are a lot of problems with the 6th graders.
I feel as if at that age there are developmentally much further ahead than the 5th
graders and remaining grades. I strongly believe that they should be with older kids,
either in a 6-8 or 6-12 school.

6 grade only building like Hilliard

ADULT EDUCATION CLASS

I am also a big fan of primary building preK-second, 3-5 and then 6-8.

DR



















I think that because it can go through all the grades

I think that campus and Duxbury
I think that having k-3, 4-6, 7-9, and 10-12 would be ideal based on child development
and maturity.

Early elementary building, pk-2





Flexible Space
four hays campus I strongly support for Duxberry.
GED

I think that we should have pk-12 campus.
I want a campus
I went through school up in Toledo during the 90's and early 00's at Washington Local.
LOVED IT. It was structured like this: PK-6, 7-8, 9-12. I think that spaced out growing into
consumable stages.

have some schools near by other school
Having consistent grade configurations throughout the district.
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I would also support k-4, 5-6,7-8, 9-12
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I would love to be by fort Hayes because my big sister go to fort Hayes

I'd prefer the Jr. High vs. the Middle School concept: K-6, 7-8, 9-12. CPS switched to this

in the early 1980s. I'd like to see it switched back

it really depends on a lot of factors, including the reality that some buildings are half

empty (east, LMK)
Its nice to see kids happy

Junior Highs 7 thru 9

K-1,2-4,5-6,7-8,9-12


PK - 5 or 6 max; 6 or 7 - 8 or even 9; 10 -12

Are there more fights in school, are there physical altercations between high school
age students and middle school age students? Are there sexual conduct between
students that are traditionally considered high school students and what would be
middle school students or middle school students and elementary students?

PK - 6, 7-8, 9-12

K-2, 3-5 buildings

the pk-5 group

K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12
K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12

K-4 5-6 7-12
K-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
K-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12 or K-6, 7-8, 9-12
K-4, 5-6, 7-9, 10-12

PK alone K-6 7-8 9-12
PK to Adult

PK, K-6, 7-8, 9-12
pk/k,1-4,5-8,9-12
Pk-1, 2-4, 5-8, 9-12






















pk-1, 2-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-12 campus would strongly support if it was for the arts on Fort Hayes Campus.
PK-12 only if it is a small enrollment >800 and safety precautions that limit 12-18yo from
PK-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12
PK-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12
PK-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12
PK-2, 3-8, 9-12
Pk-2,3-5

Pk-2,3-5,6-9,10-12
PK-2,3-6,7-9,10-12

FT

K-6, 7-8, 9-12
K-6, 7-9, 10-12
K-6, 7-9,10-12
K-6; 7-9; 10-12
7th - 9th 10th - 12th

Keep them the way they've been.
Middle school students are too immature to be housed in the same building as high
school students.







Pk- 4 .5-8 , 9-12

A

K-4 5-6 7-9 10-12

k-6th

pk - 6,7 - 9, 10 - 12

DR




















I would like to see statistics over these different configuration of grade arrangement.

new K-12 school for Columbus Gifted Academy
no
No opinion for where placing shall be.
No students
not all schools are the same.

16

PK-3, 4-5, 6-8, 9-12

PK-3, 4-6 7-8, 9-12 or PK-K, 1-5, 6-8, 9-12
Pk-3, 4-6, 7-12
Pk-3, 4-6, 7-12

PK-3, 4-6, 7-8, 9-12

Pk-3, 4-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-3, 4-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12
pk-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-3, 4-7, 8-12
PK-3, 4-8, 9-12
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PK-3, 4-8, 9-12
PK-3, 4-8, 9-12
PK-3; 4-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-4 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
Pk-4 5-9 10-12
PK-4, 5&6,7&8 and 9-12. Southwestern City Schools does it and seems to be working

well for them.
PK-4, 5-6, 7-12
Pk-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
Pk-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-4, 5-6,7-8, 9-12
PK-4, 5-8, 9-12
PK-4, 5-8, 9-12
PK-4, 5-8, 9-12
Pk-4,5-6, 7-8, 9-12

PK-5, 6th grade separate, 7 & 8, 9-12.
PK-5, 6th stand alone school, 4-8, 9-12
PK-5,6-7,8-9,10-12
pk-6 7-8 10-12
PK-6 7-8 9-12

PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
Pk-6, 7-8, 9-12

PK-6, 7-8, 9-12

A

PK-4, 5-8, 9-12

PK-5, 6-10, all 11-12 buildings college and career focused, hands on learning

DR

PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
pk-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12

FT






























































Pk-4,5-6,7-12
PK-4,5-6,7-8,9-12
PK-4,5-6,7-8,9-12
PK-4,5-6,7-8,9-12
Pk-4,5-6,7-9,10-12

PK-4,5-8,9-12
Pk4. 56. 78. 912.
PK-4; 5-6; 7-8; 9-12
PK-5, 6 stand alone, 7-9, 10-12
PK-5, 6, 7-12
PK-5, 6, 7-8, 9-12
Pk-5, 6, 7-8, 9-12 (Like Hilliard)
PK-5, 6; 7-8, 9-12

17

PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
PK-6, 7-8, 9-12
Pk-6, 7-8, 9-12
Pk-6, 7-8, 9-12

Pk-6, 7-8, 9-12 or pk-6, 7-9, 10-12

Pk-6, 7-8, 9-12 that's how it is in our old district; worked very well
PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
Pk-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
Pk-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
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PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
PK-6, 7-9, 10-12
Pk-6, 7-9, 10-12

Pk-6, 7-9, 10-12




PK-6, 7-9,10-12
PK-6,7-8,9-12
PK-6,7-8,9-12
PK-6,7-9,10-12
PK-6. 7-8. 9-12
PK-6; 7-9; 10-12

PreK-4; 5-6; 7-8; 9-12
Pre-K-4th, 5th-6th, 7th-8th, 9-12 or Pre-k-3rd 4-6th, etc.
Pre-k-6,7-8, 9-12
PreK-SNP Campus

Private school only, if parents can't afford private school, kids must attend forced labor
prk-4, 5-6, 7-12
Regardless of grade grouping, have NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS! Plus, I would highly
support several discipline schools for students who fail to behave, denying other students the education that they came to school for. That leads to parents/guardians
leaving Columbus City Schools I'm retired from CCS, but have a daughter still teaching
in the district, and feel STRONGLY that there is more time in disciplining students than
educating them. Send behavior issues to alternate location and let them work their
way back to the school where learning and teaching is THE priority.


groupthink... K-8 with cross-grade mentoring is STRONGLY supported by data. the k-6/6 
-12 or middle school options not optimal


Same campus. Separate the levels. K-5, 6-8 & 9-12

Pre k - 3; 4-7; 8-12

HS. i.e. 2 gyms, 2 soccer fields, 2 BB and SB diamonds as well as ample practice space.

please follow the research on this and don't try to recreate the wheel with survey

Pre K-3, 4-8, 9-12

Schools were fine the way they were before all of these changes.
Schools with 7-12 in the same building NEED to have athletic facilities for both MS and
Separate school for just 6th graders.
some schools are not far

FT

Pre K-5 6th grade buildings 7-8 buildings 9-12 buildings











Pre K-6, 7-8, 9-12 OR Pre-K - 3, 4-6, 7&8, 9-12
Prefer age integration
Pre-k - 2nd; 3rd - 6th; 7th - 9th; 10th - 12th
Pre-K - 4 5-6 7-8 9-12

Prek- 4, 5-8, 9-12
Pre-K through 6, 7-9, 10-12
Pre-k to 4th; 5th-6th; 7-12



PreK-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12

Specifically designed gifted, career center etc.
strongly support

Structured development in a timely manner is important! In the inner city.
Students should attend schools in their neighborhood not across the city.

support some schools
that's great for art schools and all kids should have the right to have arts
The district has proven they cannot keep younger and older children separate in the
mixed grade schools. Therefore, the younger ones cannot be guaranteed safety in the
schools.

PreK/Kindergarten only buildings (Centerville City Schools by Dayton had this when I
was in college).





Prek-4,5-8,9-12

camps.

PK-6, 7-9,10-12
PK-6, 7-9. 10-12

Pre-K-4, 5-7, 8-12

A





















PK-6, 7-9, 10-12

DR


















The psychological & physical differences of these grade arrangements is important.
These arrangements impact developmental stages that need preserved & protected.

PreK-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12




PreK-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12

18

Ungraded
We need a 9-14 campus! Just like P-Tech in New York, the learning needs of students
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need to be more integrated beginning earlier. A PK-12 is great, but should be a PK-14.
Or PK-5 and then a 6-14.



We need building to be flexible with grades to accommodate the changes in enrolled.



We should limit the grade configurations in the District. Currently there are too many
and the disparities lead to difficulties when navigating school choice.



structured interactions between them. (Such as joint projects that involved younger
students with older students in a creative/educational manner.)




Yes



all schools

FT

But PK, and perhaps PK/K should be housed separately from the older students. In an
Centralized prek is a terrible idea. Other option would be to fund slots at existing PK

Centralized, in buildings that don't work, I.e., turn Livingston, Windsor and Trevitt into pk
Decentralized throughout the district allowing for very small class sizes and short travel
times







I had to take a vacation day to try to get my kids into a preK program. I went to 4 different schools and was automatically waitlisted since I didn't live within those schools
boundaries. My home school doesn't have a preK program. Even though the district
website AND the fact line listed dates and times, EACH school made their OWN decisions about when and how they would provide registration to people. We never did
get into the preK program, even with me taking time off of work and being waitlisted
at 4 different schools. No one seems to care about working parents and some areas
have preK in every school in the zip code while others have none. This is unfair. Furthermore, I was told I would have to pay hundreds of dollars per month IF I got in. Why?
Because I WORK. And pay taxes. REALLY?

Because younger kids shouldn't' be around older at all they pick up on the words and

schools



I had to pay for my kids pre-school as did my parents so why are we allowing this generation of parents to slide by while I help foot the bill with my taxes. Will I be reimbursed
for the money I spent years ago on my own kids' pre-school?



centers.



I don't know that the district needs to expand to PK. It already seems stretched to its
limit in what it does well. There are many great, highly qualified PK schools around the
city-albeit, not for free. Perhaps other sources should be looked at for affordable PK
education and allow the district to focus on what is already a challenging population
of students.



annex perhaps with appropriate playground



I don't believe the school should provide PK services. Parents should provide that for

A

All Elementary and in the Early Childhood Ed. career center building

behaviors.



I believe that every school should have PK because they will be in a school close to

their own children.



Question 6: In your opinion, where should PK spaces be located in the District? Other





I believe that each elementary school should have Pre-K as well as several regional

where they will attend kindergarten. I also believe that having a facility solely devoted
to PK would be beneficial to students for whom do not have access to a school with
PK.

Would support pk-12 if a specialized program, but not generally. I like the idea of k-8
then 9-12 the most.

Have PK at separate location by itself

DR

Would love to see PK-12 campus, particularly if students of different age groups had

First in schools where students have the greatest need.

centers.



With three kids in school, 2 in high school and 1 in middle school I can not see any rea-

son why they should all be in the same school. My middle schooler isn't ready to be in
a building with 15,16,17, 18 and 19 year-old students. Keep it elementary k-5, middle 68 and high school 9-12.










I love fort Hayes

I STRONGLY believe that if a kindergartener DOESN"T PASS the KRAL (Of whatever it's
called now), they should AUTOMATICALLY be placed in a PREK Room!!!!! Don't put
them in Kindergarten and allow the academic gap get larger and larger.

Depends on numbers of students to be enrolled for the term




District should not offer PK
Do not offer Pre-Kindergarten
Do not support Pre-K under CPS environment.
Each division should have at least one centralized PK building. a great model to look
at are the Primary Villages in Centerville City Schools, in the Dayton area.
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I think there are plenty of pre-k options now, aren't there? Would this be for free pre-k?
I would like to see all schools have their own Pre-K. I also would like to see these afterschool programs that are funded by grant money find their own location so that we
may have our space back to house as many Pre-K classrooms as need in the building
instead of outside sources using the space in the building. Those outside sources need
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their own building.




would work but think better to have them at select schools



If you have 2 students you don't have to move from one to other school.
grade that would be added to the schools and one more age level that does not
need to be with 5th and 6th graders.






It is dependent on the room. It should be offered in all schools with K, but we don't
have enough room for the grades now.



make smaller schools hold pk,k, and 1st together
No idea. What do the experts say?
No opinion
No Pre-K




Q5: turn underutilized school building into multi-use buildings housing community or-

Should be convenient to the families going to the school.
Shouldn't be offered at all. There is no scientific evidence showing a difference be-

A

Offer to suit needs of immediate community.

Regions need to be more than 4/ at least two per region for location options; examine

tween kids who go to PK and kids who don't. Read the latest studies-don't rely on what
you think is right, actually check to find out. We are wasting TONS of money on PK
"education".

Not at this time; address the other educational issues/building issues before adding

Offered at all schools that currently have Kindergarten and at a centralized PK Center



Small schools can house in-house mental health services, school based health centers
and alcohol/drug programs. Usually schools are small for a reason. Why are people
transferring elsewhere?

Offered at as many local schools as possible to best offer P-K for areas that need P-K.

FT


Offered at schools with available rooms

Offered in all schools that currently have Kindergarten with enrollment minimums (As

offered where space allows, like in underutilized buildings

So happy that Columbus is taking proactive interest in the importance of providing Pre
-K!





Strongly feel that PK should have it's own spaces customized to their unique needs
Students should attend a school in their neighborhood to foster a community.
This comment is to say that I fully support preK for all students, but that I think it's just as

important for it to be play-based (because that's how small children learn best) and
not be primarily focused on academics. PreK is where kids start learning how to deal
with their strong emotions in a social group, and this is just as critical to their life success
as academics.

only have pk, and kindergarten
Open closed schools to accommodate increased pre-k population
Optimize location for feeder population.
Outsource this function to private facilities and provide a high level of oversight and
quality control. Leverage the size of the district to negotiate favorable contracts. PK
should be kept distinctly separate from higher grades.




Private school

current children statistics for certain areas; keep in mind fragile income areas may
need further support or more locations

long as a school can begin the year with a full class of PK have one in that school, but
if enrollment is too low, combine a close by PK group with another and place it in the
school contributing the most students to the enrollment.







PreK does not belong in the elementary schools

ganizations, programs, etc.



None of the above. They should not be part of the school system
something else to manage.







Preference should go to neighborhood communities with lowest scoring pass rate of

DR

Make parents pay for them as they have for years.
No idea

Preference for proximity to neighborhood schools.
the 3rd Grade Reading guarantee.





Location should respond to need--some areas are lacking in pre-k resources, others
have resources in place.










Place it in schools that are currently underutilized. In the future focus on using larger
buildings and purge smaller schools to reduce the number of buildings and increase
options for students in the fewer, larger schools.

In pre-schools. It should be the parents choice to send them to Pre-K. That is one more

Partner with existing pre I programs
PK Should be offered at select schools or at schools that offer Kindergarten. Either

20






until you can scale quality, give up this ridiculous idea. you are wasting money
Where the need is. If that is all, then all
would want to see the research. what makes Kindergartners most effective?
Yes
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Question 7: The District offers a wide range of services/programs for students. In your opinion, where should these services be located in the District? Other



iors are volatile to such a state that neither they nor those around them can continue
to learn need to have an environment where they can learn when possible (a center)
and they can be provided a protected, safe area with proper supervision to help with
their disability without being exposed to their peers when they are not able to control
the negative behaviors.

Additional health services, including things like dental, mental health, etc. Especially in
some of the more impoverished/under performing buildings.






Adult education, ESL in evenings at each school region;




After school programming.
After School programs
Agriculture program with an emphasis on urban farming and farm-to-table nutrition/
healthy living curricula
All schools should be MASTERY. No need for specific gifted schools.
arts
arts/music

CAHS should be more selective on admission & require a minimum gpa to get in &

Extraordinary special education at a single center, one north and one south
Farming, Household Management, Entrepreneurship, Civic Engagement




FT counsellors, nurses, psychologists is all high poverty buildings. Teachers are not
Get rid of tracking. All kids are gifted.
Get the smart kids out and let them flourish in different schools. Don't bring them down
out of a sense of fairness-it isn't fair to them.



gifted: at schools combining students from multiple schools if needed for enrollment to

fill classes - not a separate center




Handicapped should be housed in a combination of centers and schools.
I believe it depends on how efficiently and effectively current buildings are being used
throughout the district.

Centennial HS should be strongly considered as a performing arts school.



I don't think gifted classes should be offered anywhere. If the district had a b rating,

FT

college classes at the high schools for children and parents

foreign language

A

CCS charter w/ Olympic type focus as the major.

then maybe.

Communications, public speaking courses
Community Center a place for kids to stay after school, eat, get services and care.
Community makes a great school. Do everything you can to serve and strengthen
each community






schools with none.






trained.

Autism services should be offered in the district with trained and certified personnel.

maintain a minimum gpa each grading period & each year. We've seen too many
CAHS students blow their grades & not care & don't deserve to be there especially
when others couldn't get in that would've achieved the grades & high standards set at
CAHS. I would like to see Stem Club offered at CAHS since it's offered at Northland
etc. We like The Gifted Academy new program this year.








Every school should have sped classes, not one school with multiple classes and other

DR







ESL should be offered where needed

Desire college courses at each school



kids attend cause most of the discipline issues in the building according to staff. If they
can't follow school rules and are constantly disrupting students from learning teachers
from teaching then they should have to attend another school until they can prove
they know how to act.




Don't agree to teach anything but English.
Driver Ed
ESL needs a center for Non-English speaking students in K-5 to go to first to help them
learn the basics of what school is and a way to communicate basic needs with someone who speaks their language. Then they can be sent on to their home or neighborhood school, so they are not so frightened and/or intimidated. Likewise, Special Education students who can be mainstreamed for part or all of the day with minimal interruptions to their learning or the learning of others should be in schools with resource
rooms to assist them as needed. However, Special Education students whose behav-

21

I don't want to sound uncaring but some of the special education students where my

If not enough room for GT, a location in each area.
I'm dissatisfied with the amount of help such as speech in schools. They need more
assistance like these.




Immersion Education at specific schools at all levels (elem, middle, high)
In reference to q 9 the schools need to make there own food in house (each school).
The stuff that comes from the central location looks like crap.



Increase career/tech learning - real success for jobs. High focus on gifted. Separate
out remedial
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crowded move special Ed out before adding trailers, losing art and music rooms, etc.

Informal schools like Indianola



It is a huge travesty that gifted education has been taken out of many schools. It is
having such a negative impact on my school that there are no true direct gifted services to our many gifted kids. Uprooting to a different school should NOT be the solution. They deserve better.



Keep emotional students in one centralized place so as not to effect regular students
in a building.



Location has to be dictated by program. ESL/Special Ed/Gifted are not a single service model - some can be in schools, others have to be more centralized due to use
of staff and number of affected students with that need.

Music and Art
Music and Art

footing the bill just because a student moves to another catchment area.



outdoor Education, resource management, etc. at a location that utilizes outdoor
Please do not make it impossible for the very smart kid on the South Side to do any-




Related service providers need to be guaranteed a maximum caseload despite the

Schools with a special focus, such as an ESL-centric primary school, should not also




Some programs are better commingled with school, some are not. It is not a one size
answer.



Spec Ed should be where space is open. If a school with spec Ed becomes over

22

The public school should meet the needs of the community without shuttling students

There should NOT be gifted programs! It steals resources and is a farce.
Try to centralize specific more specific education services into one or a few locations
depending on the number of students, and possibly co-locate the center(s) into buildings that are underutilized.

have a local district. Keep their scope specific so that they can be successful.



Taxes classes

all over the city. Often the "narrative of choice" is used as a bandage for not having
adequate services within the community and requiring the most at-risk students to
have to leave their neighborhoods. Also, research supports that multi-generational
poverty requires urban education to embrace a parent/student approach to programs with both adult education and youth student education offered within their
community.

Programs should be available in the school based on student/family needs.
need in the building. They will need to bring in more service providers to pick up overload.



Take ED students out of schools, put them in specialized facilities (More Beatty park
type schools)

No response

thing but leave their neighborhood for Honors or AP courses. That's an issue.




Students with severe disabilities who would have otherwise been serviced through

Franklin County Board of Developmental Disabilities should be afforded the opportunity to attend a separate school where the facilities, building and staff are appropriate
for the education of those student a. For some students with severe disabilities, a typical school setting in a self-contained classroom is not the least restrictive environment.



education.



Students should attend the school that is closest to them. Tax-payers should not be

FT

no

STEM/immersion curriculum can be taught in small pods of classrooms if block schedul-

A

Na

Special Needs Preschool
ing is implemented. Pods can be as small as 60 to 70 students with three core blocks,
or 120-140 students with six periods. It's important to have specialty programs available
at schools throughout planning areas. Neighborhood schools are important and
should be encouraged.



My opinion is that CCS should be focusing on kids through high school. I could see

n/a

Special education should be inclusion. That said, specialized medical issues may re-

quire area schools.




offering ESL and GED classes for adults, but the focus should be vastly focused on the
kids...







Special education is a service not a building or room. All children should be able to be
in their home school.



Multiple disabilities classrooms should be housed in a centralized building so that proper facilities are available for students' needs.







Medically fragile children need to be with trained, licensed nurses not cared for by
teachers & secretaries



Some are unable to be with other students. They have very special needs that may
even require medical assistance.

DR



Special education for severely disabled students should be at a separate facility.




Visual and Performing Arts focused Workshops or short courses
Vocational schooling
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ence because the parking lot lights are so dim. I find it amusing the school rents portable lights every home game to make it a little easier to see. Why not just replace the
lights and add new ones to areas where it is far too dark. The facilities themselves are
also atrocious. The locker rooms are old and dingy and stink of mold and urine. Parents, player and coaches spend more time cleaning the facilities than the schools
janitors. Stadiums have cracks and chips in the concrete, parking lots are filled with
pot holes and are not lined, bathrooms are small and dirty. The track is so bad my kids
never have home meets. Even the fencing surrounding the stadium is rusted, bent out
of shape and broken. Teams have no where to practice indoors in the winter because
there is only one gymnasium that is constantly being used by the basketball teams.
Some practices are so late due to space restrictions my one son doesn't get home
until after seven or eight in the winter.

We currently have (2) sons at Columbus North International. The sports program is minimal and does not offer all the opportunities at other schools. As an example, our oldest son has taken wrestling at our local community center for several years but currently cannot wrestle since his school doesn't offer it. We've discussed this with the CCS
sports director and the OHSAA and have gotten nowhere. I'd like to see all sports
opened up to all students so that sports not offered by their chosen schools may still be
available at other schools.

What is adult education? Not sure what "planning area" refers to.
Where needed based on local communities.
Wherever you can ensure reasonable class sizes

DR







Would be good to offer college courses at all schools.

You'd get a lawsuit if you put all the SpEd classrooms in one centralized location! They



Change in league structure. Structure so that top teams play each other across division North/South

won't even put us in the same hallway in a bldg. because it "looks" like a special education wing and that we are being "segregated." We would LOVE to be together (co
teaching, shared plans, working together on same goals, services more central (APE,
Speech, OT, etc.). But that won't happen.

children not in athletics so no opinion
coaches who are not good
Coaching and strength programming
Community support and involvement

A





Question 10: What are the top three (3) challenges facing the athletic programs for CCS?
Please select 3 at most. Other

 1)too many high schools 2) Lack of middle school programs that cause high schools to 
be a disadvantage. 3) too many athletes ineligible because they don't want to study

 All of these are important. Variety is important. It is imperative that whatever $ is allo










compensation to coaches for running programs
Conditions across the district are not equal, look at the Gym at West HS.
Coordinated opportunities for all sports at the middle school level to support high
school participation and level of play.

FT

cated to sports must be equitable, accessible, and those sports programs/equipment/
space should be heavily utilized. Ex. No tennis courts without a requirement to have a
strong tennis program. Not sure if the average citizen who is not a district educator or
student has sufficient insight to answer to this question.

Compensation for coaches




cost to students

difficult for small schools to have enough students for large sport/activities i.e. football
and band

All these are challenges facing Columbus Public Athletic Programs.


Allow 6th Graders to play sports.

Allowing students to participate earlier than 7th grade.

American children spend too much time worried about athletic programs, and too

little time worrying about the arts and music, The only challenge facing athletic programs is how to keep them in their place.

As a taxpayer, I don't want to pay for it

athletics should be funded through sponsors and pay to play.

By far this is the issue my 2 high school students complain about the most and I agree

with them 100%. The lighting at the football stadium is horrible. You can't clearly see

the players or their numbers and going to your car following the games is scary experi
23

do not know

do not know enough
don't know
Don't know
don't know
Don't know
Don't know

Don't know - elementary -level students in family only
Don't Know, Don't Care
Eligibility
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Eligibility of students and enough coaches

Excess funds are being diverted to sports programs. Competitive sports should be pay 

to play only with free intramural programs for all
Extra-curricular sports should be de-emphasized as academics of CCS need attention. 

Lack of association with suburban athletic conferences.

Far too many programs. Condense offerings at schools that are not competitive and

ics, you have to offer these sports in middle school.

join the OCC. 4m-5 football teams district-wide. Everybody can keep basketball. 4
baseball teams district-wide. Upgrade facilities for sports only at those institutions that
offer them.
Find community partner

I don't know

I don't know anything about athletic programs.
I don't know enough

I don't know enough about district athletic facilities to respond to this question
I have elementary kids, no sports yet.
I have no experience here
I have no experience or exposure to the current situation
I have no idea.
I have no knowledge of the athletics programs.

Lottery System creates unfair advantages for certain schools
Making students engaged
Meeting eligibility requirements
No athletics at elem level. Example: some Worthington elems have cross country,
No challenges

No idea.

No opinion
No opinion
No opinion

No opinion.

I played softball at independence when I went to CAHS and the field was awful. also,
I think the equipment needs coincide with the cost of program
I was unaware there was a challenge. Academics should be a focus more than athIn 2016, there should not be any un air-conditioned buildings. It is impossible for stuinclusivity

24

No option...focus too much on sports.
No response

Northlands baseball program is not given equal indoor training time vs other Northland
athletic programs. When Northland hosts baseball doubleheaders we're expected to
feed all the teams, coaches & umps participating but pay to feed them out of the
parents own pockets with no reimbursement. Whetstone baseball had like 5 jerseys &
uniforms bought for them past year. Their parents only bought warmups. Northland has
2 jerseys & pants provided. Parents buy everything else & better quality pants. It's a
huge disappointment the difference between the Northland & Whetstone programs &
lack of support & funds in Northlands baseball program.

I have no opinion.

dents to learn and succeed in a building that could get over 95 degrees.



Lack of swimming pool

FT

I don't know. My children participate in athletic activities outside of school

letics.



Lack of quality coaching options. Career "coaches" that coach for the wrong reasons

other sports.











we had to share practice space with the baseball teams when we were rained out.




lack of parental support/lack of sports culture

A

I don't know

Lack of offerings at middle school level (football). If you want strong high school athlet-

are an issue.



I am not familiar with these issues.

I am not sure, new to district and I work in elementary

I don't have children in middle or high school yet so I don't know what is needed or not 
I am not familiar with athletic programs

needed.


















Lack of commitment to meaningful and comprehensive phys ed

DR







Increase all athletics. Most adults would be more involved with athletics instead of
science/math

Enrollment sizes that allow for enough student athletes to field teams.






Not familiar enough with the challenges
not important... let people in sports PAY for sports... Give my kids a good education....
Not possible to know of internal conditions of school.
Not sure
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Nothing
Number of Paid coaching contracts available compared to other districts and lack of
support from student activities towards smaller sports (not football basketball or track)





nutrition/fitness education, Yoga for all school.
Opportunity to start at an earlier age with the school
Other - you need a pool that can be shared by all CCS HS school teams. Also the

amount of money CCS is spending on the athletic fields for Afrocentric makes me
want to vomit. That is a school first and foremost - a place of education. Not a place
to produce athletes.

pay to play

Poorly maintained or nonexistent facilities for sports such as tennis and swim (it's a fight
for pool time).





Private schools recruiting our athletes
Proper adult support



Students not making grades
Supporting staff & coaching needs.

That the facilities are on par with the suburb schools and athletics are promoted as a

Recruiting of athletes to one location by coaches

The Gym is too small.
the subject itself is unimportant.
There is clearly an inequality of the facilities and fields throughout the district. Some

They should not exist at all! They take focus off of the academic program. Leaders

spend too much time monitoring athletic events. This is time away from being instructional leaders.





Time for student to get from CGA to home school to participate in athletics
to mush infancies on sports instead of the 3 R's
too many great sport players move schools or go private. Making some teams strong
and others horrible..

FT




Students being able to keep grades up.

A

qualified medical personnel 8-9hr school day access e.g., sports medicine, paramed-

relatively low cost pay to play and scholarships should be considered

Small team participation and supplemental coaching contracts regardless. Income

generated from sports goes back into the sporting facility maintenance and programs. If not enough participation go to another school for that year, Treat FIRST Robotics k-12 programming & Chess as a sport.











Properly trained coaching staff, coaches that care about the students, fair and equal

ic, etc.





Student scheduling and interest

schools have new track while others are running on one that has most likely not been
tended to since the school was built.

treatment of the students, coaches acting as if they run the district and they can do
anything they want to people's children, lack of communication,



student interest

positive activity. CCS now only manages rules to discourage participation like unrealistic grade pt. requirements. You have to encourage and build participation first. Get
our kids off the street and involved.

Our (2) sons attend Columbus North International and have told us there's neither locker facilities or a weight room. That's ridiculous.




Student eligibility

DR
















Socio-economic issues with our students.

some teachers don't have time to do or help with activity's

Sportsmanship between schools

Staff, Athletic Booster support, Parent buy in

Starting age. Catholic schools offer soccer starting in Kindergarten, and additional

sports (softball, baseball, basketball, volleyball, football) starting in fourth grade.

Student and parent support are lacking. Programs need to start in elementary grades.

Student drive/involvement

25

Too much emphasis on sports not learning
Too much focus on athletics. I truly did not want to pick any of these bogus answers.
Too much focus on organized sports. We need more recess and gym classes for
healthier children.

Track repairs

Transportation
Unknown
Unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown to me
Unqualified coaches. Teachers without any experience with a sport are allowed to
coach as a means to supplement their income. This can hurt the student athlete who
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may flourish under a qualified coach; who may otherwise have an opportunity to play
at a higher level but due to bad coaching never excels or realizes his/her full potential
as an athlete. Can turn a valuable experience for a student athlete into a poor or bad
experience.



vision to expand programs that match student interest and potential college/post
secondary funding




volunteer coaches



Wrestling should be offered at the middle schools. It teaches life long skills.

As a string specialist in the district I have more than 3 concerns about the arts programs in the district.
As a taxpayer, I don't want to pay for it
bad kids. not enough recess. too many thief's

collaboration between arts programing outside of schools (opera, ballet met, orchestra)









Inappropriate scheduling at the high school level...i.e. simply throwing kids into choir
include more art music and gym in elementary school. It's ridiculous you cut these proIncrease all arts. Most adults would be more impacted by arts than science/math
It needs all girl's and no boys.
Lack of adequate funding for arts. Arts are just as important as sports, if not more important.



lack of staffing!!! why don't we have a fulltime art teacher in each school? music
teacher? our shared experience at Kenwood is kind of sad. these teachers need to
build a relationship with students and students need more time in the fine arts!









Low parental support or concentration of involved parents in select schools
Lunch Or Cafeteria In Schools.(in my opinion)
maybe overcrowded.
music- no comprehensive system for private lessons in schools
No challenges

No experience yet

no fine arts at my child's school HUBBARD why Chinese? who is going to China?
what's wrong with French, Latin etc.? more useful later in life.

Commitment to the importance of arts ed
Community support and involvement

Don't know
Don't Know, Would love to know how to help
equipment needs
Find community partners
funds for visiting artist, a budget provided from the principal. a common art gallery
space.




I have no idea

FT





I don't see any problem

A

Arts school should be 100% Arts students that should be audition-based entry! Too
many discipline issues otherwise.



I don't know what is needed or not needed.

DR





Working other with existing city facilities, like swimming pools.

All is good. Plenty of options.

I don't know enough about district athletic facilities to respond to this question

grams.

who gives a shit. academics first.

Question 11: What are the top three (3) challenges facing the fine arts programs (visual &
performing arts) for CCS? Please select 3 at most. Other
 A better way to communicate with others.




I don't know enough

because they need a space but the kid can't sing and has no interest in learning now.

Where kids play when they attend a school or program that does not have its own
sports offerings.












I don't know










No idea.

no opinion

No Opinion
No opinion
No opinion.
No response
Not enough emphasis on arts. Example - many sports at AIMS yet no after school arts
not enough participation from students to warrant having the programs at every
school

I don't know anything about this yet.
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Not enough teachers to have full time teachers at elementary schools
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NOT ENOUGH TEACHERS. It should be a full time art, music and PE teacher for each
school. They should be trained in reading and math or work in collaboration with homeroom teachers.







not enough time to play



Not sure
Not sure if the average citizen who is not a district educator or student has sufficient

Promotion of the fine programs that exist

Teacher to student ratio.

Teachers
The arts are vital to math and science scores and culturally astute children.
the whole system is dysfunctional
There are not enough students interested in these programs to have them at each

Provide all schools with EQUITABLE and proper facilities and equipment
qualified educators
qualified instructors

high school. These should be centrally located programs at Fort Hayes so students who
want to participate in these activities can do so instead of students being forced into
these programs just so teachers have full schedules.











these programs are overrated, should be cut but not eliminated
they should take summer to pic time and supplies so they'll be ready
Trained staff to provide arts enrichment opportunities

training for teachers to use the arts in all classrooms like Indianola

A

quality of teachers in these areas is lacking. It was not a make it or break it issue, but

quality staff and prep time for them to do a quality job
Quality teachers.

Unknown
Unknown

unknown to me
Use smart boards all time

FT








Supplies budgets should allow for quality materials - most arts materials are consuma-

DR

Please, pick only three, really?

we were considering transferring our 4th grader next year and a bonus would have
been having a much stronger instrumental music teacher.














Placing unqualified teachers in the position to lead these programs. A teacher special-

izes in a particular area, but they need a teacher with a different area of expertise to
fill a vacancy so they move an unqualified teacher to fill that role. Makes for lack-luster
learning experience.








students being placed into programs they aren't interested in and reducing their quali-

ble and that must be taken into consideration.

not sure

not valued

Student Scheduling and interest
ty

Not familiar enough with the challenges

insight to answer to this question.







We need new arts teachers with fresh ideas.

Question 12: When determining whether a school should be renovated, replaced, built
new, re-purposed, or retired: which 3 of the following factors should be considered the
highest priority? (Please select only 3) Other

relatively low cost pay to play and scholarships should be considered
Same as above.



Scheduling (Administrator/Guidance counselors not understanding performance en
semble needs)
scheduling for students in middle and high school

Serious student interest/commitment

societal value for such programming is low, despite documented benefit to all learners 
Some schools really do not offer a fine arts program.


Academic achievement

staffing

able to take place in a proper environment.

Same as above.



student interest?
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Academic performance of the school
Academic Performance of the School.
Academics
ADA compliant
Air conditioning
Air conditioning and proper hearing should be a priority to ensure that learning is best
Air conditioning for children with asthma and heat.
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ses. Typically, a MD classroom has a restroom connected to the classroom and many
have a cooking area to help these students learn basic skills needed to function in life.
There is also usually a shared space between MD units for 1-2:1 teaching/assessing.
None of this is available at this school yet there are 16 Students with Multiple Disabilities
in this school. The school is old and needs replaced. There is land available on the current location, which could be used to build a new school.

Air conditioning must be a priority also schools that have tiles falling off the ceilings
and leaks despite wasting money on a new roof to an ancient building





All public schools should be retired
all schools should be safe.
Aren't "ability to accommodate enrollment," "enrollment growth and decline," and
"facility is overcrowded" the same thing?







Attendance from neighborhood students
CAHS is such an old building. You have HS kids in an ancient ES building with ES size





Can it accommodate electrical needs such as Wi-Fi.
Centennial is long due for an overhaul.

community input - no school should be torn down without community input. Local
voters.



Educational programs. Why do we rebuild or renovate poorly performing schools and
can not properly house our academic flagship at CAHS





Equitable facilities for all
facility is not accessible to students with disabilities
Focus on creating larger, more current (equipment, ac) and more flexible schools. Do
so as cheaply as possible when considering buildings to keep/build/etc.




Community support behind the project and overall prior success of the school.
Creative partner use of space (tenant)

distance. More schools should be local, even if they're smaller and co-located in portions of the same building.

fundraisers

Future use (e.g., horrible, short-sighted decision to tear down Clinton Elem. annex,

A





Demographics (enrollment) of anticipated attendance area within walking/biking

DR

restrooms that don't fit HS size kids. CAHS has outgrown the old building & is in desperate need of a new HS. Each year there are students who pass out in classes from the
extreme heat. I would think you would want high performing students to excel in an
improved HS building. CAHS has waited many years & still no upgrades.

Demand for the school, i.e., wait lists

what a fail!)

Currently Dominion Middle School has the Columbus Hearing Impaired program as

Health risks...carpets and mold
Higher-performing schools seem to have low priority for new/renovated buildings. That
should change if you want to keep the high-performing students in the district.

FT

well as a multiple disabilities hearing impaired program. The school is not equipped
with any visual alert systems. If a deaf student is in the restroom and an alert is announced, the student would not be aware and could walk out of the restroom into a
dangerous situation due to being unable to hear the announcement. This is a violation
of the ADA. The building is not equipped to handle wheelchairs and has many exits
which could not be used by a wheelchair to exit in the case of an emergency. Again
a violation of the ADA. The building also has heating issues. The system is a steam system and when the pipes freeze they then spray water over the classroom damaging
many items. There is also no way to contact the office in case of an emergency. The
lighting system is outdated in the entire building and the auditorium is falling apart with
the need for new curtains, lighting, as well as seating. Classes are placed into tiny areas and the teachers are expected to teach from these areas which should be used for
storage or special labs. There is also only one handicap restroom in the building and it
is in a girls restroom. If a student or adult in a wheelchair were male, the restroom
would have to be closed to females while an adult stands at the door to block entry.
This is not ADA acceptable. There are a few rooms with air conditioning but if the AC
breaks down, these rooms have no windows which open and the area gets extremely
hot. The MD classrooms do not have the space that is needed for these types of clas-
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How will real estate prices be affected? And the businesses around a school who benefit from having staff and students in the area. Vacant buildings, even for a year or
two can kill our property value. Also, some people move to an area and like having a
smaller school in the neighborhood. It creates the kind of community we want.



I don't understand the difference between three of the selections. I think a building

that is aging needs to be renovated for both physical condition reasons and safety
and security. To me, they go hand in hand. Also, if an area in the city is seeing declining enrollment, it wouldn't make sense to make an investment there. Put the money
where people are moving to and presently living.



I previously was an architect who worked on several schools, and some of these options are false choices. As an example, a facility that is overcrowded also affects safety and security issues. This is a complex question that's dependent on each situation.



I think the physical condition of the school and whether or not a building can accommodate its programs with the right space are the same issue/reason.



I would like to add the historical piece if I were allowed 4 choices.
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If it important to the neighborhood/community.
If there is a middle or high school in one area, also move the elementary such as Fort
Hayes, Aims and Duxberry





Impact on the immediate neighborhood
It is not appropriate to tear down public school buildings that were financed by the

Loaded question: all of these considerations are mandatory
Location of school

Not sure if the average citizen who is not a district educator or student has sufficient




Schools that don't have air conditioning like Sherwood MS

Some of the schools that are on main roads and continually in the public eye should
be renovated first and foremost.






STEM schools do not have the accommodations for STEM projects.
Stop busing students. Building in neighborhoods could eliminate those costs.
Strength of the current school program
take care of what we have NOW! Do not let it get beyond repair or



The ability of the building to meet the current and projected needs of the programs
being taught




The ability to use current technology for safety/security and instruction.

The district had a committee decided that West HS should be renovated, the district

A

older buildings that are not handicapped accessible

One High school , West High was promised and ignored in the latest renovations. It has

move other school ahead of West, and did not renovate.




The success or lack thereof of the school.
The type of program, such as Duxberry should be located on Fort Hayes Campus to be
the arts campus.
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the largest , most beautiful auditorium in the district . the gym and locker rooms are
deplorable and the Westside feels neglected. attendance is fairly stationary and this
beautiful schools deserves what South , East and Linden received We were shut out
last round and should be first in line The Westside is always snubbed, West High has a
wonderful Alumni association and a history that includes many leaders. The first man to
orbit the moon went to West A little respect please.









Schools that are in prime locations, have large enrollments year in and year out and

'outdated'...change and adjust with the times.

insight to answer to this question without knowing what the current challenges are or
the number of school buildings that fit the descriptors above.




School does not have the right spaces for current and future programs being taught

DR

Lack of central air

safety and security of the school

those that can accommodate growing enrollments should be the first to be renovated
i.e. Whetstone and Walnut Ridge.

important safety tools.

public. Renovation may be more expensive, but the cultural and historical value of
those beautiful buildings is invaluable. Building new schools that look like prisons does
not give students the dignity they deserve when walking into school. Save all historic
school buildings, and even re-acquire the historic portfolio: Franklinton, MiloGrogan...there are amazing school buildings around the city.










Overall strategic planning for curricular needs of district.
Presence of mold in building

Proximity to student population so that kids can walk and bike.
Q5 did not allow for the answer that 'underutilized schools should be shuttered.'
Repurposed- only if a current school/program can't occupy the building.
Rewarding high achieving schools (I.e. CAHS)
Ridgeview MS was built in the 60's. We have no Wi-Fi, the climate is either in the 60's or
the 80's depending on the classroom. We are grossly over crowded and have a high
level of special needs students being included into the already crowded general ed
classes per district mandates. we have classes of over 40 students. We are a top
school with minimal supports from the district.
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There are certain schools built between the 1950s-1980s that have no historical significance, but yet are severely outdated in terms of physical features, spaces available
for things like tutoring, physical therapy, etc., needs of the disabled, technological
advances, etc. The needs of staff and students in those schools cannot be met in ways
that buildings that accommodate 21st century realities present.







There would not have to be closing of schools if the boundaries where accurate.
visioning the school to the future
We lose students after ES to private and charter school b/c of safety
What does the community want?
What is the difference between enrollment growth and overcrowding/
underutilization?



Whether or not it needs to be done. Kids learn in poor countries everyday without
brand new schools. And those kids are starting to far outpace our kids in terms of
learning despite being "building challenged".
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Question 13: Would you be interested in the District permitting public access to the facilities
or developing partnerships with the services or agencies listed below? If so, please select
those you are interested in having the District pursue. Other







4-H
aa ca na meetings
aa, na ca meetings
AAU in all sports
Absolutely not. I lived near a CCS building for years and could not believe how poorly
community organizations treated the facilities.
all groups/programs using the schools must have positive programs for those stu-

dents...if they offer sports...local kids must be allowed to participate.. Vet and senior
groups must be involved with the school as mentors, tutors, historical speakers etc..
Same with police/fire...all must work together. Not just 'use' the space.




All of the above (depending on which service fits best with which school).

Community Civic Associations
Community programs that help teach parents how to be parents
Community service, but not churches
Family resource centers and after school programs most important
For whatever if it can be utilized then do it
How will you maintain security with public access to the facility while children are
I checked the community services group, with one major reservation: I think it is a slippery slope if church groups are allowed to participate; allowing churches to partner
with schools erodes the separation of church and state. So I do not think that churches should be allowed if there is _any_ religious information that is going to be used/
shared/etc. with students.



I don't like having kids & misc. adults in the building at the same time. I don't think they
should see strangers walking down the hall or in the restrooms. Kids, teachers, & volunteers cleared by the school are the only ones that should be there during school hours.

FT

All. These buildings should hum all day and all night.

Any listed but only if the District hires a facilities manager for each building. Our principals and staff already have too much drawing away attention from teaching and
learning.




College classes et. al. should be in High School buildings as well as adult ed.

A

All. I would bet money most of these groups have contacted you, but your administrators are so poorly trained, they never respond to the emails.






All programs are welcome as long as they are meeting student and community needs
and are closely aligned in operation and service.



Civic oriented group access during hours when school is not used by students

there?

All of these become drains on the main focus of the school. While they may comple-

ment the program, they create additional concerns and considerations and become
a distraction.
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bags of trash and taking it to the dumpster. One of my friends has a kid who plays for
Eastland and I told her the situation and she said that's the way it's been for years. I
also asked how much they pay to use the facilities and was shocked to discover they
don't pay anything. She said she thought they donated some money to the football
team but this year although they generally just use the facilities for free.

As long as classroom can be lock and security is available.



cause I have learned don't they do not respect nor take care of the building. especially if it has been remodeled.
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I think ccs should partner with organizations that will help improve the lives of our students. Facilities and shared use decisions should be made with the school staff of the
buildings being proposed to share space.

At one time in my life I would have been all for permitting public use but now their is no

way. The organizations that use WRHS, which is practically right in my back yard abuse
the facilities to no end. The Eastland Vikings youth football leagues are always using
the grounds and these people have absolutely no respect for anything. They park
along the ramp leading down to the stadium and along the service drive next to the
fencing that encloses the track making it a monumental task for me to drive down
and retrieve my kids after football practice. They always leave trash around even
though I know the a.d. and coaches have told them to clean up after themselves. The
coaches often times have to move them from our practice fields. It's so bad I can't
even walk my dog on the grounds after they've been down there because she always
runs for the piles of trash. I see one coach of another WR team going around filling up

I don't think it's good for some of these facilities to be in the building after school be-




I thought community groups could currently access CCS facilities for meetings, etc.
I would not want to see religious groups sharing space, and their opinions, with students in the absence of their parents.



If some activities that enrich our children can be outsourced through partnerships to
ease teacher responsibilities, save money, and provide students more opportunities
why not go for it?



If the community needs it, and the building can support it, then it should be allowed.
Our schools should be the cornerstone of the community.
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ing back to the schools.

LGBT support programs Directions For Youth



Mental health and social services

history . Notice that the suburbs build their sports programs, which in turn bring parents
who start boosters , fix and build faculties, start academic halls of fame and encourage neighborhood pride. A happy , community involved school results in more parents , better grades , better behavior and school pride. Remember when you went to
school, nothing has changed just our attitude toward always noticing the negative
and ignoring the positive results till they have all but disappeared

Mental health providers like NYAP
Most of the programs that use our buildings , do not care what condition they leave
our buildings in when they leave.



Need to be very careful with this in regard to vandalism, wear & tear of building &

privacy.



needs to be kept child centered. multipurpose with adult-focused programming will







no
No
No
No churches please.

No. Most facilities are barely holding up with current activities.
None
None-Cost/safety associated with additional usage
Non-religious community service groups.




Public access should not override student/staff/school access. Also, I would like to
Scholarship programs like Miracle Gro Capital Scholars
Schools need to be kept secure & opening them up to too many organizations can be
compromising if not properly handled





Schools need to be schools

Services for students with special needs
silly question, large empty schools each evening and weekends and summers, get







Special needs education groups
Summer school programming in service learning

FT



PTAs.

creative with space

NOT CHURCHES
Not to pursue, but to allow

Only if the rooms for these programs are separate from a teachers classroom, if all "in

use" classrooms can be secured so teachers' personal and school belongings are not
stolen, destroyed or come up missing.





PTAs should be able to use the school facilities at no cost.

A









psychological counseling, trauma recovery, and youth addiction services

know the cost of utilization and where does that money go?

no churches. the city and state government are far too cozy with churches and their

associations.
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result in buildings that feel that way. our kids need to know they come first in the spaces where we hope they feel the most at home, secure and wanted. and definitely
NOT emergency services (police, fire, medical).

Positive activities equals positive schools, CCS should be bragging about their sports

Only if the school will receive equal benefit for use of the facilities, equipment, etc.
Only school activities should be on school grounds until all school activities are over.
Our building currently holds ESL and GED classes and the Special Olympics also use the



The school should be the center of the community, the heart beat. Bussing and conThere need to be Safety and security enhancements made if this is pursued. Staff
works late and need to feel safe. We also have to keep the building secure



These buildings were made to teach our kids . Not for groups to come in and tear the
place up . Yes groups come into our buildings and tear the place up .



Our facilities are already crumbling because the district does a horrible job of main-
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Teach people to use resource on their own/reduce dependency and centralization.
solidation are failed ideas (look it up, there are many studies).

facility, in addition to our feeder elementary schools use the auditorium for special
concerts and events.
taining them. Allowing outside usage of the buildings will only make the problems
worse. These agencies should be helping the schools, not the other way around. Many
youth organizations already abuse the buildings and grounds and yet they give noth-

Supervised Tutoring/Homework Help for all students in all regions

These would be for active schools; if buildings are empty and not being used as a
school, most would be fine. Churches are NOT fine.
This would be a great revenue source as long as the partners aren't causing damage
to the facilities.




What a wonderful idea!
While all of the above-listed services are very important, I feel strongly that allowing
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the general public unfettered access to our school buildings would be a huge security
risk. It could also unintentionally divert our focus from academics within our school
buildings (bringing many distracting management challenges). What I would very
much support is access for our students and their families to all of those above-listed
facilities off campus (not located within our school buildings).



state and local governments. 6. Focus on our infrastructure. 7. Better equip our teachers



and they say the previous Superintendent changed those plans. They want assurances
it will be addressed. 2. The people in the far West Hayden Run neighborhoods are
unhappy that a school in their neighborhood plan was never built, leading people to
move when children reach school age. (Near Cosgray Rd). They are petitioning to
join Hilliard Schools, but many residents would prefer to stay in Columbus Schools if
needs can be addressed.

Why do we limit learning to just kids, we learn all our life and should utilize the facilities
we have already paid for to grow our knowledge and enhance the community we
live in.




Wi-fi

Yes! Make the current smaller schools open to other agencies. Imagine using the

space beyond the school day or sharing space during the day with an agency. It
goes back to creating a holistic community.




Question 15: Is there anything else you would like for us to consider?

1) Limited class size should be a paramount concern in any facilities decisions. 2) We

1. Busing and/or latchkey should be provided for Pre-K students at every building that

offers Pre-K. 2. When applying for lottery schools, students applying that already have
a sibling enrolled should be admitted first. 3. Easthaven Elementary has no light/
signal to tell drivers that it's a school zone. The building is often mistaken as abandoned.



1. Functional education for students that are receiving special education services.

1. Return to the basics. 2. Building parental initiative to gain more involvement. 3. Back
off of technology and use only as a supplement. 4. Reject Common Core, especially in
the area of mathematics. 5. Take the power from Washington and return it back to the
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A vibrant local school is important to the surrounding neighborhood. No Columbus
family should have to win a lottery or put their kid on a bus! Invest and promote neighborhood schools! Arts, gifted, and special ed should be available in a child's neighborhood school. Lottery/limited enrollment schools like CAHS and Beck turn public education into a win-lose proposition for families. I know they are a PR hit for folks who are
into that kind of thing, but those schools do not comport with fundamental; fairness.
They are not just.

2.

More space for functional skill/knowledge instruction i.e. cooking, personal hygiene,
community skills. These students lost so much in recent years and even the community volunteer activities are limited due to transportation options. They need the opportunity to practice independent living skills as much as possible.



A lot of the buildings in the district are outdated and environment plays a pivotal role
in education, so I would say fix those buildings (despite their accolades). Also, I think a
better school culture (made by the principal) will help get our district where it needs to
be, don't be afraid to clean house so that positive change can happen.

1. The arts and sports are critical to the students who are hanging on to stay in school
through high school. 2. Can we get city year in all of our CPS schools?





FT

live in the 21st century. EVERY SCHOOL SHOULD HAVE AIR CONDITIONING! 3) Start
time: HIGH SCHOOLS SHOULD START LATER IN THE DAY! Science shows that adequate
sleep is VITAL for kids that age. If this means more buses, so be it. 4) So sorry that gifted services are now apparently only important for the "Academy"



A huge factor for the district is the need for secretarial support for high school counse-

A



A feeder high school for Indianola K-8
lors. They could be so much more efficient in serving the needs of students/ families if
they just had a bit more support. As it is in many schools they barely stay afloat trying
to provide the bare minimum. I feel guilty asking for assistance for my high functioning
child which is not the situation you want to foster. How nice it would be if they could
better reach out to students in need of support. Specific to the Clintonville overcrowding issue, please consider opening Glenmont School again as a neighborhood
school or increase the neighborhood students at Colerain ES. Middle school also
needs to be expanded to allow some students from the lottery list to enter. Although I
do not like k-6 schools, perhaps for the short term, open Glenmont and make all WHS
pathway elementary schools k-6 and DMS 7-8 to ease crowding.

Yes! Great idea to include community in schools.
Yoga

2 gyms for K-8 schools

DR

hours.







Worry about security for students if there is too much public access during school

1. The people of West Columbus were told West High would be renovated/restored



Above all else, every decision should be focused on how to help the most students
possible. Every single dollar should be prioritized for improving buildings for students
(not garages for buses or food preparation, as there are businesses that specialize in
those services.) The District should prioritize schools that have the highest enrollment to
insure that those students are not shuttled outside of their communities to receive a
high quality, well-rounded public education. Creating specialized programs in desig-
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nated buildings neglects the students who 1.) don't get in the lottery; or 2.) wish to participate in theatre/sports/arts. Finally, other models within our own community exist,
and the District should implement a facilities plan to replicate that success (such as a 6
-14 integrated education, multi-use/shared services campuses, and relevant technology improving learning outcomes.)







Academics

Academics! Focus on the academics. And, administrators. Please put into place ad-
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Administration and staff are important as well. Does the school encourage a culture



Allowing students in lottery schools to be able to continue in that school without going

FT

through lottery every year. For instance prek students who are just beginning in a
school should be able to stay in that school without waiting on the lottery process that
may cause them to have to attend a new school. Prek students should be able to
move on to kindergarten since they are already familiar with that school.

Administration and staff, College preparation programs.

Administrators in the district are destroying staffs and causing teachers to leave build-



Adult and Community Education has been struggling for 8 years in a building that is

Advanced math and science are needed. Every adult needs to be a citizen. The
future is multi-lingual. Computer skills are essential. Finance, credit, personal accounting are essential. Not all kids should be on college prep paths. Most need tech job
skills. Athletics and extra curricular lessons kept for after a school closes. Arts, history,
philosophy, reading build great humans. Understanding emphasized over facts.
Health and nutrition is critical - diet and fitness. Everyone can benefit from domestic
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Although many of our CCS parents may come from the inner city, have limited education and limited financial resources, they still have the desires of any other parent. We
want: The best education for our children, a safe place to play and learn and great
teachers/staff. As a CCS graduate and later College Graduate, I'm tired of our parents being labeled. And although many of us may struggle with the decisions of our
Board of Education, they were elected by us. So parents must advocate for what we
want and make our voices loud and clear so we can change and improve our current
connections if we aren't satisfied. Thank you for this opportunity to share our views.

too small and is located in a horribly unsafe neighborhood. The hard working, dedicated staff at ACE deserve better. Please move us a.s.a.p.



All schools should have the same programs and opportunities offered to them. Why is

A

Adding hands on courses such as shop and life skills courses in every high school at

ings. This causes parents to move their kids out of district to charters! Hubbard is a perfect example of a horrible administrator driving families away. Stop giving these jobs to
people who are NOT qualified.



All locations should be treated equally. In the past, some feeder patterns received

it that some schools have many special education units, while other schools have
none? K-6 grade schools received nothing extra for 6th grade students. They get the
same amount and type of food as K-5. This wouldn't happen in middle school. Also,
they miss the opportunity to have certain classes offered at middle school, like Computer Classes and other program offerings in Unified Arts. Size of classroom should
determine how many students can be serviced in that classroom. New and renovated buildings were built with 26 cubby/coat space. Therefore, do not put more students
in the classroom.

of parent engagement/ involvement? Do parents feel welcome and valued at the
school? Does the culture of the school support the individualization of students and
different learning styles and abilities?




Air conditioning, heating need to be priorities to ensure proper learning environment,

preferential treatment.



Adding "STEM or College Prep" to the name of a school means nothing. Africentric

least for students to apply their math skills to real world/life situations.



Air conditioning shouldn't be a luxury in 2016.
which is the essential piece in education.

Early College is the worst school I have ever seen. The kids and staff are a disaster. It
is time to close that school and cut your losses.



Africentric (with very low enrollment) has been given a state-of-the-art building. It is a
failing program. The early college program has failed and it does not seem to be a
program that attracts good students. Is there really a need for an "africentric" program in the district? It does not reflect the diversity in the district and does not promote democracy.

Academic ratings are an important consideration for me when choosing a school.

ministrators who actually care about the education the children are receiving and not
just someone who is there because they eventually want to move up. Please put
more focus on academics. Stop bussing kids across town, make EACH school accountable, to insure every child is able to get, and is actually receiving, an adequate
education. Having an indoor pool is not going to insure my children are proficient in
mathematics. Focus on the academics! (Which, notably, was not a focus, or seemingly even a concern on this survey.)



craft skills.



An all girl education program is important. However, only being 6-8 in nit sufficient. I
know we have sound data proving that the earlier we get the students (6th grade) the
better they do. Extending down and eventually up is needed. We would be revolutionary. I went to the Global forum on girls education in New York this past February.
There are very few public (not charter) single gender schools.
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Art classes and music
rooms due to increased enrollment, not as Special Ed units, or Pre-K units. Shady Lane
is an example. A beautiful and functional art room with 2 sinks and a kiln is being used
as a special needs pre-k classroom and a big music room that connects to the
school's stage is being used as a regular education classroom. Art & Music are important in a child's development and the teachers should not be forced to teach from
a traveling cart because it directly impacts the quality of lessons.




arts and program
As a commissioner living in an area where so much of the historical buildings no longer

Attendance boundaries should be enforced Limit amount of times student can switch

A

schools within district Combining underutilized schools



Better distribution of funding. Determine what programs/schools/districts are the most
in need and give it to them! Every six figure position in the administration should be
trimmed to accommodate for the above mentioned suggestion. If additional funds
are required then you look to get creative. As long as we have individuals living in a
white collar existence at the expense of thousands, tens of thousands of children then
we are doing it wrong! I understand it's not that clear cut and this isn't a new problem,
but being self-serving and/or complacent is killing our growth and evolution as a nation.
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As far as the schools who are in need of programs, CCS must be urgent about schools
who sees and desires to have change. Each school may specialize in a certain art or
career to statistically divide the students within district to prevent over crowding.





As a student who spent her entire childhood in Columbus City schools from k-12, I want
to say that this district made me who I am and really shaped my beliefs about myself
and the world around it. It was such a positive amazing experience and I met some of
my best friends through these schools and had some amazing teachers. This district
deserves so much more than it gets and I would love to see positive changes made. I
believe in CCS and I hope that everyone working for it can continue to strive for improvement and excellence.



As the parent of a child who utilizes special education services in Columbus, I am appalled and horrified that, although I pay property tax, my child does not get "school
choice." Although we have a fine, highly graded neighborhood school that we could
walk to, I am forced to send my child across town to the only ADA compliant building.
I am deeply unsatisfied with the school we are forced to attend. I am also deeply offended that CCS is not willing to offer my family school choice, as all other families in
the district have. Further, I am pretty certain that not offering my child school choice is
putting CCS in a position of operating outside the confines of Federal Law.

As a inner city school district we must meet the needs of our kids and that definitely

includes health, family services, etc. We also need to consider academics, not only
services and athletics. Questions about transportation for athletics, field condition, etc.
are here. What about space for science labs, libraries, art rooms in all schools, transportation for other activities (after school tutoring, chess, math club, girls who code,
debate, counseling)? These items are all necessary for the academic health of our
district.
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exist, I hope that the CPS system can find a way to utilize buildings that already exist
with serious thought to the exterior shell of the building with a major overhaul of the
interiors so the building will not only keep its exterior integrity, but be state of the art
when one walks through the doors.



As stated earlier, we've been in a frustrating situation trying to get our oldest son into a
wrestling program that's currently not offered at Columbus North International. Because of byzantine OHSAA rules, we've been told that kids at alternative schools can
only compete in other school sports if their own school has no sports program themselves. The result is that parochial schools, charter schools and home-schooled kids
can compete in public sports, but not public school kids. Now we're being told by
CCS that they are no longer allowing students from one school to compete for another, regardless of the situation. This is ridiculous, counterproductive, inefficient, and only
encourages parents to enroll their kids in suburban schools. Please, please, please
allow kids to compete at other schools in sports not offered by their own programs.

Art rooms & music rooms should be used as art & music rooms--not for regular Ed class-

As one who is quite familiar with CCS, I see a problem with schools that are too large.
It causes a lot of chaos and poor discipline, particularly in the elementary and middle
schools. I've heard all sorts of reports from people that have been parts of different
buildings: parents, teachers, administrators. The school district serves a wide variety of
families with struggles and needs. When you have a large number all en-massed in
one building, it causes huge problems; Southwood, for example, the former
Southmoor Middle, and now Hilltonia.
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Better trained staff to work with our special needs students. More help for parents of

special needs children. Example: How to find all the programs and services that are
offered to them. So, these children can be ready to face the world.



better uniforms for our city sports team, and more of a community driven sports program like they have in small town and sub. like Dublin and Hilliard, Friday night football
is big and is a community driven event for all these school, why not in CCSD? We need
more focus on our community student athletes. We also need to focus on our Arts in
High School. small town HS put on plays and band concerts? why is there is lack of
focus on our inner city schools? We need to bring the kids out of the home, and off
the streets and get them involved with school programs. Why are there not the big
school dances like our sub. school and small town have? No big Prom push, or home-
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coming.. and what about Friday night football/Basketball dances at the school? We
had these when I was in HS and they were great, dance, have a good time with
friends, and better you form a sense of community with these kids, that we share today
as adults. Our inner city schools need to be ran more like small town school, but with
big city dreams and a can do work!



Bigger sometimes is better. Please consider adding to an over crowded school rather





CAHS needs renovation

CAHS needs renovation!
CCS has built many new elementary schools. Each school had a designed & designated classroom for each--Art & Music. However, in many of these new schools, Art &
music teachers are forced to give up their classrooms and travel from room to room to
teach from a cart because of larger than expected enrollments. This is not equitable!
The art & music lessons being taught are very limited in these schools due to lack of
classroom space for these specialists! EVERY school should have a designated art and
music room that can't be yanked to house a home room.

DR

than take students away from that school. Bigger schools provide real world diversity
in culture, ethnicity, opinions, etc. Students attending larger middle and high schools
are not deterred at the thought of a large campus like OSU, it's simply a progression of
their education. Bigger schools also can provide better programming, more teachers,
etc.



high standards of the CAHS staff & tradition. The condition of CAHS needs to become
a priority of CCS. The safety of the kids walking in & out of the building has never been
a problem. We feel very safe. Both the main & staff parking lots need to be expanded.
There is definitely not enough parking & even more congested this year than the last 4
years with buses, staff & students driving. There are always potholes each year. The
whole entire parking lots (both main & staff) are extremely dangerous.

Building condition is also an important factor in response to the question above. Gen-



CCS has too many High Schools for the number of students that are enrolled (based
on the number of HS that comparable cities have). CCS needs to offer more vocational/tech training as an option for our kids that are not likely to attend college. These
kids need to be identified early enough (7th-8th grade) so that they have another
option other than giving up and eventually dropping out of the education system.

A

erally, CCS needs to do a better job of *matching great programs with great facilities*.
The district did that with Clinton Elementary and now it's one of the most successful
and desirable schools in the whole region. The district should seek to replicate this
success at the middle and high school level if it wants to continue to be a "district of
choice" at those levels. Parents who leave are seeking (but not finding): true collegeprep academics (CAHS-level or above) plus the ability for students to play sports or
engage in the fine arts in state-of-the art facilities, in a school building that is not rundown or fraught with security problems (e.g., locked bathrooms), all without having to
survive a chancy lottery. Why is there no equivalent to Portland Oregon's Lincoln High
School in Columbus? A challenging college prep education should not be available
only in an "alternative" school with an outdated facility that is available only by lottery
and that offers only limited extra-curricular activities. When CCS starts thinking of a
model like Lincoln High in Portland as "normal" instead of alternative, it might stop losing to the suburban districts the students that it ought to want to keep (if for no other
reason than to prop up its test scores). It is absurd that the programs serving the brightest students (CAHS, CGA) are forced to exist in dilapidated facilities.

Organizationally and socially these are difficult years and need addressed. In high
gang areas separating age groups and providing s=support is very important.



Building/facility needs should follow a strategic plan for education--families should be

Buildings must ALWAYS be safe--that should be a given, both in physical condition and
in security features/location. Once that it certain, the factors above can be addressed. As with Maslowe's hierarchy, learning needs cannot be addressed in an unsafe facility.




Bussing - driver shortage.
CAHS is an amazing opportunity for the students who have continued to maintain the

35

CCS needs to improve the school district, condition of buildings, safety in and around
the school including student behavior, have staff that actually improves students and
sports, offer better facilities, more programs, more opportunities, etc. I live in a neighborhood that is a stone's throw away from CCS but Columbus address and my kids
currently go to Westerville schools because I don't feel that they can get the same or
better education in CCS and that there are less opportunities and poor facilities. CCS
needs to take pride in the sports, bands, uniforms, programs offered and classes
taught so that those CCS students have the same opportunities that neighboring
school districts can provide. There are Columbus neighborhoods that I'd love to move
to but won't due to not wanting my kids in CCS until improvements are made. My oldest did attend CCS through 6th grade so I am not speaking blindly here with no experience with CCS. Thanks.

able to see movement toward better education whenever changes are planned.
Families should also be able to anticipate changes by years, not months. Planning
should coordinate with other public facilities planning--especially libraries and parks
and rec, where there is considerable overlap.



CCS middle schools were most difficult for my children at several different schools.

FT







CCS's number one school, CAHS, is in the most out of date building and performing
exceptionally. Imagine the possibilities if they had heat, air conditioning and a full
library.
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schools. It is disheartening for students to visit suburban schools (for events like Power of
the Pen) and be confronted with the inequity. All CCS buildings should have air conditioning and properly functioning heating.

Citizens purchase their homes and pay taxes based on where they live. It is totally
unfair to move a student just because the school is full.




Class size
Class size in the middle schools is MUCH too large to effectively teach. Reducing class



Administrator and staff. Programs focus (e.g. STEM, fine arts, language immersion,
etc.). All of these should be considered especially when building the ideal school.
Nothing should be sat aside.

size to 25 or fewer makes a TREMENDOUS impact on the behavior and focus of students. Scores would increase dramatically if our class size was reduced.



Classroom space should be utmost priority because that's where students spend bulk




coats are aloud in the building





Columbus City Schools has too many High schools. The attendance is low. Please

Columbus Gifted Academy has grown increasingly popular over the course of its inau-

variety in classes being offered and create better arts and athletic programs. Look at
our marching bands. It would take three in most cases to make one good one. Swim
teams are in the same boat. In a big school with two gyms a student wouldn't have to
wait until 6 or 7 to practice.



Continuity of programming is important. If a program is offered such as stem or language immersion in elementary, it should be offered in middle. An international baccalaureate middle school program for students in grades 6-8 would be wonderful for
students that are interested.



CPS are a disgrace to the state. There is no discipline and the students are allowed to
run wild. The teachers are sub-par at best.

gural year. It will be adding enrollment for 100 additional middle school students in the 
coming year. The current building is not meant to support the number of students that 

Cross guards at all stops cause of traffic.

will be enrolled next year. Please consider giving the school a repurposed middle or
high school. So that it can expand in enrollment and, perhaps, in grade levels served.

support. We really like sports programs that focusses on building personal character.
We have seen problems with aggressive violence from players from some teams in the
city league. This resulted in very poor sportsmanship which degrades the effect for
everyone. We need to have an enforce a zero tolerance policy for fighting/violence
and poor sportsmanship. Coaches have been observed to yell at their players and be
very aggressive towards some or all players on their teams. this should not be permit-

Columbus public schools has great programs. Main focus should be to have and promote more parent involvement.



Consolidation of high schools should be at the top of the list. This would allow for more

FT



Consistent, predictable, safe schools, were academic and behavior learning is equally taught and prioritized.



Columbus city schools are a disgrace and don't do our kids any service to be success-

consider forming 2 educational campuses on each side of town. I believe this will
strengthen educational programs, athletic programs and strengthen the teachers and
administrators with numbers that can serve the students.



Consider surrounding school districts facilities & how much they have evolved. It is

A

Columbus Alternative High School needs a new building and new technology. The

ful contributors to a better society. Kids need to be safe and focused on learning by
being healthy and well cared for. Bad behaviors learned at home must be attended
to in schools. Educated adults need to save they kids from poverty and hate.



Consider having consistency with administration and staffing. There's too much move-

difficult staying in this district & seeing the nicer, newer, bigger & the convenience
other schools districts can offer. Having media resource centers, performing arts areas, multiple gyms, etc. is a huge advantage for those children. Other districts are making so much money because they are able to use & rent out their facilities for the arts,
competitions, AAU tourneys, etc. The past buildings didn't think forward enough, but I
do believe that Africentric is a great step in this new direction CCS is taking.

school is to outdated. The technology is to slow. The computers don't work properly.



Consider changing the principle at North Linden Elementary.
ment around the district and students/staff are in chaos.

Columbus Alternative High School is the educational home to most of the districts best
and brightest students, however they are forced to study abysmal conditions. Floors
are deteriorating, and chunks of ceiling are coming down. The water coming out of
the drinking fountains is cloudy and has an odor. The lack of adequate HVAC systems
and led to illness and injury to several students. I'm shocked that buildings with far less
issues have been replaced (Georgian Heights) however CAHS students are forced to
suffer under theses conditions.






DR

of time. Our building is only 3 years old and we already have to use our art room for a
classroom. Yet we have many, many square feet of 2 story "lobby" that is empty most
of the time. We have an open area between stair cases that is supposedly teaching
space (what?!---it's useless---students walk through it all the time, of course).

Condition of the building and safety. Sports/athletics programs/activities/facilities.

Columbus school buildings are in poor condition and offer little compared to suburban
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Cultural diversity is important as is involvement of parents in the school activities and
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ted. We also love having good theater, music and band/orchestra programs. We
think this is very important for the life of the children and the community.



cational 'reform' movement would have you believe. look at the peer-review RESEARCH on this stuff before making decisions. educators KNOW what is best for the
kids... business people and politicians looking to privatize education do NOT.

Custodians assigned to building should be staffed so there are enough people to
wash and sanitize desks/tables and clean floors each day. This is a matter of good
hygiene and keeping kids healthy.



Cutting back on open enrollment slots would help balance enrollment numbers be-








Dedicated space for music and art classes at the elementary level

Digital and financial literacy should be addressed in the curriculum. Technology infra-





that is not suitable. Example: Southmoor Middle becoming Moler and being filled to
the max. The building is outdated, without air, and over crowded. Many neighborhood families removed their children from the school when the change occurred. Too
many schools on the South Side being closed, but not enough being done to improve
them so people will send their children.

37

Elementary buildings hours should be changed. I believe our young ones would benefit from coming to school earlier and getting out earlier. Example would be 8am to
2:30ish.

Do not penalize schools that have a good thing going. Look at what is working in those
Do not think that is appropriate to close schools and combine students into a school

Either replace buildings or retrofit to accommodate current technology needs. Add
outdoor spaces for kids who would rather read a book than engage in physical activity during recess /free time.

Districting a focused Elementary school for those who reside in the Short North / Italian

schools and try to replicate it in other schools.



Efforts should be made to improve the schools along the Clintonville pathway. Clinton

FT

District programming should not be prohibited by rental of district facilities to private

Village area of Columbus.



EDUCATION - there needs to be a refocus on the education given in Columbus Public

Elementary is one of the best elementary schools in the state with an amazing number
of active parents supporting many exciting programs: Talent show, project, Clinton,
Chess club, etc.. However, concerns about school facilities and programming lead
many parents to opt out of the middle and high school levels. These schools are old
and facilities are poorly maintained. If Dominion and Whetstone facilities were better, more families would choose to stay in the pathway and all students would benefit
from the increased parental and community support.

Distance to closest school. I live 20 min to the closest Columbus High school but only 2

schools. Example--rental of North International's field to Watterson for $1 per year has
reduced the number of sports available to North's students in favor of private students'
sports.



Duxbury park es school should move by fort Hayes

A

Discipline reports for PEAK and 190's



min from the closest Hilliard high school. How is that right? I can even see and hear
events in the Hilliard sports stadium it's that close.



Drop common core and teach.

Schools. I work at a Career College in Columbus where we receive a lot of enrolls from
students from CCS, they are, for the most part, do not have the education to be successful in college. When the student is questioned about high school, their response is
usually, they just pushed me through. This is disturbing and does not help the city to
grow to it's potential. Young couples moving to the area for jobs are going to opt to
send their kids to private schools or move out of the district and into a suburb in order
for their kids to have a fair education.

Dedicated rooms for fine arts classes at the elementary level. Multiple rooms to allow

structure needs to be carefully planned to factor in rapidly changing hardware and
software as well as the planned obsolescence inherent in the tech industry.




don't move students of high performing schools to non-performing schools. The parents of those students move to that specific area of Columbus for the schools. Moving
students due to over capacity is not putting them into consideration.

for multiple programs in the fine arts at the secondary level. No more plastic/acrylic
windows. Key card access at all doors.




Do what the parents tell you.

DR

tween schools and save money by lowering transportation cost. The top five communities with the largest voter turnout (northwest, Clintonville, hilltop, northland, and
Briggs) have had the least amount of facility support yet also at the same time are the
only schools desired by not only students but also parents. Some say this is not true but
enrollment numbers don't lie. All of these schools need a MAJOR facility overhauls in
order to show the communities that the school district supports its communities. Or else
the district will be losing quality families.



do what is right, not what the survey tells you to do, and definitely not what the edu-



enrollment will naturally increase if school quality improves. My child is thriving in Columbus public pre-K and we are currently considering kindergarten options. What's
important? Small class sizes, healthy food, plenty of time for physical activity (either
gym or recess), excellent teachers, individual attention, and lots of enrichment with
field trips, lots of parent involvement, guests coming to present special topics, early
foreign language. We work, so latchkey is a need as well. It's been very tough to find
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any of this information on our local public school.



Equity of equipment in this district, currently, is horrible. New schools have built in smart
boards, speakers, and lcd projectors. Older schools must buy these from their budget.
Seriously? How is this fair or reasonable? Every faculty should be air conditioned. This
new trend of going back to school is MISERABLE for the many students and teachers in
buildings without air. The idiots making this brilliant decision should park themselves on
the third floor of a 100 year old building in the heat do that they might better ponder
their decisions.



Every building needs air conditioning .

Graduation from our central city school does not mean education. How do we foster

Heavy focus on core academics
Hello? Quality.
High academic performance , AP offerings
Historic buildings are irreplaceable.
How about focusing on reading skills spelling test etc. . Children are supposed to re-



How about rewarding schools that are doing well instead of building new facilities for
failing schools. I've been to Centennial High School and their track is falling apart.



How to better funnel the money and resources allocated per student TO the STUDENT.

FT

Foreign Language in elementary schools!

Graduation rate and academics

member non sense words but aren't remembering the material they've learned.

For q14 the education especially fun and literacy (using some sort of program not this

Free student access to all activities and sports without a fee.
Full-time certified library media specialist at each school

When my child was in Columbus schools, new textbooks purchased and new computer resources were not being used and were stacked up in locked rooms. Also there is
too much time spent arriving and departing in primary grades. Teachers spend up to
30 minutes getting started (attendance, announcements, etc.) and 30 minutes preparing to leave. When I was a child, if we finished lesson early and there was time before the end of the day, the teacher would read poems or read an ongoing book to
us or we would go down the rows reciting the multiplication tables or spelling words
from that week's spelling list or using them in a sentence. There was no "FREE TIME" the
teacher was always directing the learning. That seemed to work pretty well.

Fund your school libraries equitable and provide the ability to meet current program-

Fundraising! Everyone talks about how nice the suburbs are because of how much
money they have. Through fundraising we can collect more money and have the
students enjoy going to school by providing activities. I also feel dress code is unnecessary and causes more suspensions in schools. My daughter has had trouble adjusting
to dress code and her grades have actually dropped because she simply does not
enjoy school anymore.



Gifted, ESL, special ed should be offered in all the schools. Having a specific Gifted

A

Expand programs that work to bigger facilities or additional








ming, research, and patron interest needs. Require a full-time certificated teacher/
librarian in each EVERY building all school week. Look how local suburbs handle
school libraries. The 3rd grade-reading guarantee was not an issue when full time librarians not AIDES provided literature appreciation and research skills at all grades.



Gifted program

within our schools and to the public that our kids are ready for college without remedial help?

Every single school in the district needs to have air conditioning. Little kids can NOT

the teachers can pick what they want)






getting more sports equipment and get a football team and a basketball team

school is a disservice to the other schools. All schools should be inclusive because the
world is like that. Kids should not be separated based on their learning assets or struggles. Just put the right teachers where it is needed.



learn when their classroom is 95 degrees and humid (and mine is every year without
fail.) Crayons literally melted in one day at my school on the first day of school. Sending bottled water to the schools is a joke and not a real solution. Air conditioning for
ALL BUILDINGS and ALL STUDENTS needs to be the top priority with the facilities plan.
We cannot expect children to do their best and get along with each other and be
kind to each other when they are hot, sweaty, and overheated.








DR




dents. Letting students who aren't sick go home and ones who are have to stay in
school. This is not the way it should be.

Establish a school climate staff developed from communities to monitor and give recommendations on improving the overall climate of the schools to ensure that the
learning environment is conducive to learning. This would be strictly voluntary.

Getting better teachers. Some are outdated. Have no patience in helping their stu-



How to create more replication of high quality programs i.e. CAHS, Clinton Elementary,
to improve access for all children. Our middle schools need help! I don't know any
that compare to the high quality of the good elementary and high schools.



I am a parent of a special needs child. I would like to see more hands on programs
that would help to advance special needs education for kids.

Gang affiliation of the local residents/student population.
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I am absolutely shocked that "academic program" or "school performance" was not
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mentioned in Q14. This, in my opinion, is one of the biggest issues we face as a community. We MUST start caring that our schools are under-performing. Students are
being lost every day due to insufficient facilities, under-supported teachers and administrators and lack of access to wrap around services for students and families. This
absolutely must become a priority.



and ask us for even MORE money to be wasted???? I'm so disgusted and it's awful as
I've been a parent, PTA and booster member, as well as supporter of CCS for over 15
years and am terribly disenchanted by the whole system. I'm sure the district can find
a way to fund this without taxing people more.



I am an adult nursing student at ACE. This location is awful and unsafe, and there is

talented high school to be added as well. If there is a building near Columbus State,
that might be a good option since many of those students will also be eligible to take
college courses as well.

trash all over the neighborhood. I do not feel safe coming here to go to school. If this
was a regular school, I would never allow my kids to come here.



I am completely against renting out CCS buildings to someone else for money when



there are overcrowded buildings/programs who could use that space (i.e. Everett).

schools by making each school into PK-5, 6-8 and 9-12. Schools housing PK-6 or PK-8
do not have options that are equitable with the more traditional model. I also wholeheartedly and very firmly believe we should institute a strict neighborhood school policy, thereby reducing transportation costs significantly. This would also be a better way
to ensure that more students with special needs (Spec.E d., ESL, etc.) have access to
these services. Another benefit to this model would be to eliminate or greatly reduce
under or over utilized buildings. Along these same lines, eliminate feeder models.
MORE than enough (TOO MUCH) choice in programming makes these suggestions less
plausible. I am thrilled at being able to share what I consider realistic solutions to some
very real problems in CCS. I would welcome the opportunity to collaborate further in
this effort, or on this committee.

I am generally satisfied with the approach that CCS has taken to renovation and con-

struction of school buildings. It seems to be a focus on the needs of the schools based
on enrollment and the anticipated use of the facilities. CCS is doing what they can
with the funding that they have, even if the construction is moving more slowly than
some people would like.



I am most concerned with quality of teaching and differentiation within the classroom

A

(or lack thereof because class size is too large). More space within a classroom or
more spaces within a building will help with small group work and allow space for parent volunteers.



I am strongly opposed to redrawing of district lines as it relates to schools. My wife and



I believe much of the overcrowding/underused space could be mitigated if high quality portables were used across the district. I also strongly support the schools being
used in extended hours and throughout the day for health/social/recreational services
to the community. I believe parents should have fewer choices in schools in order to
redirect resources to better schools that face challenges rather than spreading out
resources across the city (busing, special programs, etc.)

I am totally AGAINST more taxes. Andy Ginther promised over 15 years ago that phase

1 would include schools in our area. We got bumped. We were promised if we approved phase II, our schools would be included. We got bumped again. New schools
were built with A/C, Wi-Fi, etc., and were tagged with graffiti before the buildings were
completed. All the windows were busted out before one school even opened so they
all had to be replaced. There is a school in our area that got repairs ONLY because
the City of Columbus served the district with code violations when they found buckets
in classrooms catching rainwater from the leaking roof while the kids were in the
rooms. One of our schools has had mold in the library for over 10 years and we STILL
can't get funding to get rid of it. Do you seriously think the district can throw itself parties spending tens of thousands of dollars and let multiple people LIE about test scores,
and LIE about attendance and walk away with NO repercussions then turn around

39

I believe it is time to rebuild West High School. It is a historical building; I believe it's
been around since 1908. Plus, it is now a STEM school and houses the Early College
with Columbus State.

I am tired of the NW schools being overlooked on remodel or new builds. It is time we
had change with the schools that have the highest achievement in the district...





FT

I did extensive research related to school performance when purchasing our home
and we are now very concerned that our family will potentially be redistricted away
from the school which gave us assurance in purchasing our home. We are also concerned on the potential impact on property value redistricting may create. I am sure
that many other families are facing the same situation.



I believe a lot of our monetary issues could be resolved by simply realigning our

DR



I am very interested in the Columbus Gifted Academy. I would love to see a gifted/



I believe neighborhood schools, especially at the elementary level, are very important
for students to feel part of a community.



I currently work in a building that dates to the 1920s and was originally an elementary
school. It is now supposed to successfully house a high school. Not only does the
building not fit for the needs of the students (no usable gym, no high school sized bathrooms, no ADA accessibility, no auditorium for the 20th century--much less the 21st
century, no properly regulated heat, no air conditioning at all...and this is just off the
top of my head....but it also doesn't house the programming we now offer. We are
confined to have large Humanities classes in former science labs. We cannot separate out "loud areas" of the building such as music, gym and lunch. It is a disgrace to
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say, this is an extremely successful high school, not just in the district, but in the state,
and then tour parents through this disgrace of a building. When surprised parents ask
me about the building, I'm ashamed to say, "we just make it work." It's hard to compete with offers from METRO, when our facilities look the way they do.



being giving to the members. Maybe the Board needs to hire



efits of this design for children and I think this should strongly be taken into consideration, especially with language immersion programs. I have seen the upper grades get
gutted because parents do not want to send their 7th and 8th graders to a high
school. Please strongly consider returning the immersion schools to a k-8 design

I do not think that school should be Pk-6th grade. Middle schoolers and high schoolers
should not be put in elementary schools and so on. It should be PK-5, 6-8, 9-12.





I don't agree on combining all age groups in one school. I believe it would be too

dangerous to allow high schoolers with k-6. I would rather see k-6 combined. If this
move happens I will definitely pull my kids out of Duxbury. High schoolers should not
ever be mixed with the younger kids!
I encourage you to consider allowing special schools (immersion schools, program

den. Please make this happen. You will not find a more dedicated Alumni Association
than the one that supports West.



I left the district, though I still own my house in Harrison West, due to the poor performance of Columbus Schools...even with the testing shenanigans, Columbus schools
perform poorly. I hated to leave my neighborhood - I loved it & my house (and hope
to move back some day), but as a non-commuter, I have zero confidence in the
school system & will not put my child's future in your hands.



I have been paying attention to this committee, and there is not enough information
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I like that Columbus has torn down or shuttered older schools that were expensive to
operate and nightmares to teach in. The newer replacement schools are nicer, betterconceived but I am sure more expensive to build. Still it is nice to see that the school
district is following a coherent plan to re-build the school system.



I live near a major high school, and I noticed buses full of children that do not reflect
the ethnic makeup of my neighborhood. I have discovered that many of the children
in my neighborhood choose to go to other high schools because they do not feel safe
in their local school. This has to change, and perhaps it is time we let go of the relic
1970's era busing issue and return to neighborhood schools only.

I feel that we have lost how we focus on the importance of how we promote the im-

portance of home, school, church, and then community. If any one of these spokes is
missing or neglected from the wheel of progress, our school system suffers. We keep
trying to move forward on the wheel that has a flat. Ill prepared parents can't help our
students, the removal of God from everything, even music, negating any hope of the
creation of a positive moral compass developed by students and the lack of neighborhood pride and community spirit all have contributed to the poor condition of our
schools. All of us have a part to play to improve our homes, schools, churches and
communities.



I know that West High was supposed to be renovated along with East, South and Lin-

FT

I feel that all special ed programs and separate facilities should be better equipped
with technology to better serve these types of students.





A

I feel as though the district is focusing mostly on the Elementary and middle schools,

but the high school, such as Marion-Franklin High School, have leaky roofs, old windows that don't open, no air conditioning or heat in some parts of the building. Also,
the baseball and softball teams need new uniforms as well as equipment and a nice
field to practice and play games on. The football players have a great space for their
games/practices. Tennis court just needs updated & the gyms bleachers need replaced. The whole building needs fixed. If that's just the few issues at Marion-Franklin,
there's probably problems other places as well.



need to be used. It's not fair for CAHS--which should be centrally located for access to
the entire district in a short amount of time--to be in that building still. Move it to East
High. Also, it's not lost on me that attention has not been paid to the North Side of
town as far as renovations go. And I say that without rancor--I'm fine with new buildings in other parts of town. However, Woodward Park is embarrassingly crowded and
could be a much better school if it were staffed and enrolled appropriately. That's a
missed opportunity in the district, as is Dominion Middle School. The philosophy of
"build it and the will come" was a dismal failure.

I don't feel it's fair to the younger children to not have access to sports programs.

focus) to decide their own grade levels. Ex: Immersion school staff should be allowed
to vote on whether they want to be PK-8, K-5, etc. Special schools should remain autonomous to a certain extent, since it is the staff at these schools who truly know the
benefits of their programs. I also think, in the traditional schools (non programfocused), that the 7-12 grade-level buildings is a TERRIBLE idea. Though I can more
wholeheartedly support a PK-6 building.



I know that it's going to be a hard pill for folks to swallow, but underutilized buildings

DR




I just want to reiterate the importance of k-8 school design. Research supports the ben-



I love the idea of adding/dropping a grade level to deal with overcrowding or underutilization instead of changing neighborhood boundaries too frequently. Thanks for
being innovative!! Also, you mention start times above and while I couldn't select
more than 2, this is a huge factor in our consideration of keeping our kids in the district
for MS and HS. School starts (and ends) WAY too early for kids of that age. They will
never get enough sleep if they have to wake up before dawn. 9am is a great start
time. Maybe if we increase the number of neighborhood schools, we can bus fewer
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kids so transportation isn't a factor in things like start times.



dictate a school size/attendance area based on what division they could play in
when small schools have so many advantages. I'm not sure tearing down the annex
at Clinton Elementary was needed for the play area, though the ability to maintain or
reuse the building is a reasonable concern. I'd rather see similar buildings sold/moved
rather than demolished, even if it means less/fewer facilities such as play areas. CCS
should partner with Columbus Recreation and Parks to provide dual-use facilities for
play and athletics in neighborhoods. This may ultimately reduce expenditures for both
groups. Ratios and metrics for play area per student or campus size per student should
be adjusted based on how urban the attendance area is.

I realize the district is large and you can't please everyone. But...when my home




I strongly support the language immersion school programs.
I teach at North Linden and the conditions are horrible. We are overcrowded and it is

DR

schools are failing consistently and therefore I feel the need to find an alternative
school, that's a problem. I am glad to have options. I love the school we chose (Ecole
Kenwood). But, why are these schools allow to consistently fail, consistently allow
vouchers for kids in our neighborhood to attend school outside the district? Why is that
ok? How and when do we FIX our schools? Do you know how much more parental
involvement you'd get if we didn't have to drive across town to conferences, meetings, school activities? And if I don't feel safe having my kid go to our home school,
why on earth would I feel safe having him play sports at his home school? Also,
changing the gifted program every year or two is not helpful. My kid doesn't want to
go CGA. He didn't feel right there. It's not diverse. Sometimes gifted kids don't want to
have to leave their friends and their current school just to have the advantage of rigorous academics. We need better options IN OUR CURRENT SCHOOL. Lastly, I have always been an advocate for Columbus City Schools. But because our home schools
are unsafe and in academic emergency, we are forced to use the lottery system over
and over again. It's really sad that my kids can't go to a good school in our own neighborhood. Because of this, we have our house on the market and are looking at another district. It's really a shame.

A



not safe for the students at all. In the beginning of the year, we had over 40 students in
some classrooms. Last year, we had a ceiling fall in and the teacher had to teach in
the library. Another teacher had leaks in her ceiling with buckets full of water. The
heaters are so old that a crayon melts in less than a half hour, think about what happens when a child's hand is on it. Our staff bathroom has no sink in it forcing the staff to
use the nearby sink in the copy room. .... The worst part is the slap in the face when a
new school was built around the corner. We do not have air conditioning resulting in
numerous health issues for the students and staff. Please consider helping our school!

I strongly favor neighborhood schools, even if grade operate on different bell sched-





I think Duxberry park should have one turn for each art every week
I think Duxberry should be located by fort Hayes.
I think elementary schools should be pre-k-5th grade. Sixth-eighth grades are middle
school and have different requirements that pre-K-5th, and so they should be housed
in a different facility. I realize that some k-8 schools are working -- I don't think there is
a one size fits all solution -- Berwick works. Leave it alone. Other schools with sixth
grades are not working: Livingston, Linden STEM -- if those kids were in a small facility
with more focus on them and their needs it seems like a better solution.

FT

ules or portions of a single building. It's important for siblings to walk/bike to school and
to encourage parent/neighbor involvement in their local schools, reducing busing
expenses and improving students' health and rates of obesity. Mega campuses may
increase opportunities and reduce costs but there's a limit, and there are costs. Colocating community facilities such as adult education / CSCC classrooms / libraries /
health centers, etc. is an excellent idea. If "middle" and "high" schools can have
branch campuses in different buildings, this may allow sports teams to still compete at
some level, as well as various student clubs, etc. Specialty programs are great and
efforts should be made to make micro versions using block scheduling, where three
teachers can rotate students between 3 classrooms teaching cross-curriculum subjects
like math/science, English/social science, etc... As few as 60 to 70 students may be
required (per grade) to allow for such a program, and maybe even fewer students if
teachers can teach multiple subjects. I think it's important to build facilities in neighborhoods, as CCS has done; however, not every school may need athletic fields and
facilities for all sports or any sports. Sports are important but I'm not sure its necessary
for sports to be a school sponsored activity. Partnerships with Columbus Rec and Parks
can help students play in leagues, though more space is needed (fields, openings).
Further, sports could be at specific schools like the specialty school program, or multiple smaller branch campuses of a high school (in multiple buildings) could have a
team so there's access to continue doing this. Bottom line, I think it is irresponsible to
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I think having an online school would help students. Not only with problems with attendance but also bullying and sick leave. This would also help with graduation rates.
But in order for this to work you would need teacher who are behind and understand
how online teaching works. I work at Columbus state and a lot of teachers who teach
online are older and hate that they have to do it but the reason they are doing is because seniority. This generation doesn't think like past generations and to teach them
that way is like forcing students to use abacus when they have been using a calculator since birth



I think it is important to consider spaces for not only teachers and students but for all
the other staff members who need separate and individual space to work and adequately do their jobs (such as related service professionals including occupational
therapists, school psychologists, physical therapists, speech therapists, school counse-
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lors, school social workers, special education tutors). These professionals should not be
forced to scramble to find space simply to do their job that they were hired and legally need to do. Also schools should be built with meeting space such as a conference
room or two as well as flex space for any outside mental health agencies who may
work with students in a school setting.







I want Duxberry to move to Ft. Hayes
I want to go to fort Hayes because my older sister go there

DR

I think our school is the best informal school and it shows by increase in enrollment. It
needs to be a model for future or current schools



I took all 3 of my kids out of CP for 2 main reasons. One, my son home school did not
offer a resource room for his needs. He is ADHD and because we didn't find out until
1st grade he needed extra help to get caught up. I think every school needs to have
extra help for kids. Kids should not be forced into another school because of that.
Some kids find out years after they have been in one building. Having to move to another school because they need help is horrible. They can't help it. They didn't decide
that. Two, I feared for my oldest son's safety. He was exposed to more violence, bad
language and down right disrespectful situations in middle school. CP really needs to
step up when controlling bad behavior, weather it's in school or on the bus.

I think it's very important to keep the diverse needs of district students in mind. Students have varying degrees of talents, interests and abilities and a district as big as
Columbus can continue to innovate to meet these diverse needs. I hope this continues so the quality of the education can continue to increase and all children can receive a meaningful and inspirational education that puts them on a path to success in
either college or career.





those as well. Also in my opinions teachers that had their license suspended should be
asked to leave the district. Also I feel the schools need to engage their communities as
well. Civic groups and such.

I think that it is important to look at the size of a school and its current enrollment.



I want to know why so much money has been spent in other areas of the district especially places like Independence who got a new track even though they were supposedly almost closed a few years ago and Africentric who is going to have like three
gyms and a new football field while my kids have facilities that are falling apart and
have to have practice till late in the evening. If not for the friends my kids have at WR
and the staff who have helped both of them out tremendously I'd move them to a
charter or private school near my home. Thank You, Disgruntled Mom

A

Some of your options in the questions such as in # 12 have similar meanings; Ability to
accommodate enrollment on current site, Facility is overcrowded or underutilized, The
school building does not have the right spaces for the current program(s) being
taught all have a similar meaning. My daughter's school is over 50% lottery and the
class sizes are too large for the space that they have. 30 + students in small rooms
doesn't make sense or make for a good learning environment. Even in high schools,
students and teachers need room to move around for active learning to take place.
The art rooms don't have much storage or room for different types of art works. The
band room is too small for our band. The stage area has no storage space or dressing
rooms. Language arts rooms are too small for the class sizes they hold. Storage space
in general is lacking at our school. There isn't a proper room that isn't shared for time
out space for the Multi-Disability units.

I want to know that test scores are valid and people are not being paid a bonus on

I think that the middle school model is ineffective and even harmful to young adolescent children. I highly recommend the K-8 model be adapted by the entire district.



I think the kids or people or adults need more time for spending more time with their

families and other conditions example say like a kid misses at least three days.



be k-8 like the Spanish immersion school.




I think they should because it will help other children.

42

I wont to go to Afrocentric.

I work at Hamilton STEM Academy. This building is overcrowded, falling apart, and has
huge safety concerns. It really should be a top priority for the district. Comparing it to
the other schools in the Linden area, it is by far the most neglected school.



I work in special needs preschool. Many of our parents in the northeast and far northwest attendance areas go to charter schools due to the lack of a nearby school. I
truly think if we had schools in those areas then they would be filled very quickly. We
have parents from New Albany and Dublin who must travel very far to attend schools
with children from very different neighborhoods than their own. We need to open
small elementary schools in both of those areas. These will be high functioning students who are underrepresented in the CCS district.

I think there is a HUGE inequity in the buildings in CCS. Some buildings are brand new,
air conditioned, spacious and filled with extras, while other buildings STILL have no air,
are infested with mice/bugs, filthy, falling apart. I don't understand how we can have
parents and families see these inequities and explain ourselves. Why do some students
get "the best" and all the bells and whistles, while other students get the very minimum.....buildings that are falling apart and not safe. I think that is something the district needs to consider and look into.



I wish the French immersion school was not just k-6. I would much prefer that the school

FT







I would ask that you consider schools like Fairwood before you spend millions on a
watering system for Afrocentric. Have you seen their "library?" their "computer lab?"
There is a reason I use quotation marks. Have you been to Champion and spent a
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day or so hanging out in the halls and in the front office? I can only imagine you
haven't when I see that amount spent on new buildings or when I see the giant
screened computers at AIMS. Definitely the haves and have nots. So I'd like for you to
consider what CCS is doing, educating everyone or educating some?



I would definitely be most influenced by the quality of the education. So long as the

cus on the monetary gain of renting/selling buildings and not first putting them to use
for the currently enrolled. A refocus on test scores to measure a scholars worth, and
not their personal achievements and reaching for their goals. I am proud to be in this
district and that I returned with my family.



school is successful and helps my kids become college or career ready, I would be a
happy parent.



ty. Of course, the term “adequate” can be debated, but this opinion is more philosophical and less prescriptive in the context offered here. It seems, from my perspective of having family in the local schools and serving as a community volunteer, that
schools are too strained and splintered in efforts to support too many different programs. This requires too many specialists and too many competing demands on the
teachers/support staff, facilities, and infrastructure. I'd like to see greater focus on
strong academic fundamentals and fewer specialty programs, so that the limited resources available will be less diluted and more effective for the common benefit of the
student body. Diversity is important, but only so long as it is not creating unsustainable
resource demands. In short, it is an impossible task to expect the public school system
to be everything to everybody and some very difficult decisions must be made to
maximize the effectiveness of precious and limited resources.

I would like for administration to consider moving Duxberry Arts IMPACT Elementary
school to the Fort Hayes campus downtown so that all of the IMPACT schools can be
on one campus.
I would like for the school system to focus more on teaching instead of testing so

DR



much. I do think that testing is needed but I feel that the focus should be more on
teaching.



I would like the committee to consider equality in placing special education/ gifted

units throughout the district. Some buildings have multiple units while others have
none. I would also like the committee to consider the number of apartment buildings
attached to a school's enrollment B when drawing boundaries. It matters and makes a
difference to the culture/ climate and test scores of a building.

I would like the school system to return the focus to it's core mission. Educating the



I would like to consider a renovation to Briggs High school because I've been there

many of times and it's just not ok. The ceilings are falling or caving in the carpets are
ripped and everything is broken or trashed. Please fix that school as soon as possible
because I'm going there and I want to have a good High School experience without
having to look at stains on ceilings and carpets duck taped walls to cover holes and
broken everything. And I stand for all the students at Briggs High school when I say this.
I've been involved with Briggs for years because of siblings and it has got worse over
the years and nothing is being done.



I would like to see a greater focus be placed on the scholars in CCS. There are current
buildings that are vacant that could house over crowded building, placement of
healthy options for meals and to include onsite preparation, if we could partner with
the Metropolitan Library maybe there would be greater efforts for homework help and
increased resources for learning for every scholar, and visual/performing arts events
that round out the scholars experiences. I am a graduate of CCS and moved my
child to this district for their betterment in an education. I have witnessed a turn of fo-
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I would like to see School Choice be considered a family choice. It puts unnecessary
stress on families to have children in multiple schools, worry if they have one child in a
program/school they still have to worry about getting another child in. In the elementary ages, once you are in a school, your family should be considered part of the
'neighborhood' of the school and all other children should be allowed to attend automatically. I see the difference when you get into the upper grades and individual
personalities and goals for each child may change. But in lower grades it is really
important for family and parent involvement to take this burden off of our families.

FT

districts children.

I would like to see Highland be K-7 at the least. Would like the school to be expanded,

not be destroyed and rebuilt. Out little people are the future. Therefore after school
programs to keep them off the streets and educated. More parent involved activities
preferably not directly after school.

I would like the district to regularly build a speech room with a sink and a window. OT
and pt should also have a dedicated space. Not just shove these services in where
they find any old open space.





A



I would like to see a re-assessment of what programs are needed for adequate diversi-



I would love to see Ridgeview's start time be later than 7:30 that is So early for a middle
school age child.



I would strongly support partnerships with organizations to utilize school buildings outside of school hours. Specifically summer programming at elementary and middle
schools. I would love to see more nature and play based educational programming
for PK, K, and elementary students. Facilities and locations should include natural outdoor areas for learning and a safe area for recess.



I wound like for the school broad to consider in getting rid of school uniforms or make
all elementary and middle schools uniforms not just some of them. Some parent's get
not get uniforms for their child/children.
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problem. Not reliable, horrible drivers and not able to contact anyone at the department.



making sure each school has adequate resource room space, intervention specialists,
speech therapists, and occupational therapists.

I'd like to see HS/ MS start later 9-10 am and Elem start at 7. Transportation is a HUGE



kid will go there. I will do whatever I need to, to get my child to that school.



I'm concerned about how poorly rated almost all the schools in CCS are. I admit to not





In stead of giving billions to scam artists for charter schools focus on the actual CCSD.

All of that money could build new buildings and hire teachers and custodians and
administrators and teachers aides and so on. Special programs could be offered in
the schools. STOP WASTING AND GIVING OUR MONEY AWAY TO UNINTENTIONED PEOPLE!

DR

knowing exactly how the ratings are determined but I'm sure it's based at least partly
on test scores. And while I don't believe kids' education should be only about testtaking, it does worry me that their test scores are so low. I don't know what all needs to
happen to achieve higher ratings but if they haven't gone up by the time it's time for
my son to enroll in school, I'm going to make sure he's enrolled in a higher-rated school
district.

In my history of attending many schools, Columbus Public has been by far the most
caring and most teaching staff. I wish we could focus more on learning and less on
these tests or find a way to motivate both. My daughter loves learning but often complains of being bored. We should have a more challenging curriculum.

If there is a school with a high rating based on what the school can produce, then my



great parks and recs and metro parks as part of schooling by making connections and
access easier. Make safe routes to school a priority and connections to libraries and
parks and trails. Make neighborhood schools centers of their communities and consider the impact to the community when closing or combining schools of changing
boundaries -- increase ties to community and make it easier not harder for parents
and community members to participate in and contribute to the neighborhood
schools.

In addition to being a CSS employee, I am a parent who grew up in and lives in the

A

community where I teach . I do not believe it is wise for our schools to have Pre-K to
sixth grade in the same buildings nor seventh graders in the same building with twelfth
graders. Our students our constantly in situations where they are thrust in to having
contact or are grouped with ages that are not appropriate for them to be with. Older
children greatly influence younger ones which may be a pro or con depending on the
situation. Often in my community, I believe it is not a positive for younger students to
have dealings with the older age students due to what they may be introduced/
exposed to. We cannot control who they are around outside of school, yet we can
be responsible for whom they have contact with while at school. This decision can
greatly affect the success or failure of our students. Although services are needed to
aid students whose parents may or may not seek assistance for certain services which
could help their child (mental, abuse, etc.) services need to be provided after school.
It is difficult to teach students at priority schools who clearly are already behind when
they are consistently being pulled out for these services as well as academic pull-outs
or even absences. It's not fair for educators to be accountable for students learning
when we don't have access to them for various reasons beyond our control.

Incorporating more outdoor/nature time into school day and taking advantage of the

Indianola Elementary has a long waiting list for their lottery which cannot accommodate all applications. The school must be doing something right. Perhaps the school
should be duplicated or enlarged to accommodate more students. Take a hint from
very popular programs .



In all K-6 buildings there should be 2 teachers to flip flop classes. One teacher teaching

In my experience, your school lottery program for special education students is unfair.
Work on making sure children with special needs have truly equal access to schools by
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Indianola Informal K-8 is overcrowded. The building was designed for 575, and we are
currently at 700. The graduating 8th grade class is smaller than the past 7 incoming
kindergarten cohorts, so if the typical 75-100 kindergarteners are added for the 20162017 school year, we will end up with even more than 700 students. This should NOT
happen. Given the number of students on the Indianola waitlist each year, I think the
district should consider adding more alternative schools with an informal philosophy.
That would likely require adding training programs or professional development classes
for teachers as well, because Ohio State discontinued their informal education program 20 years ago. Even so, the demand for this school is so high, it would be worth
considering adding more schools that offer informal education. One frustration for
Indianola students is the lack of an academic pathway. After 8th grade, our students
are spread far and wide throughout the district. It makes sense to create a pathway
such that Indianola students go directly to Columbus Alternative High School, as that
high school program is the best fit with Indianola's program.

reading math science and social studies requires a lot of prep reflection. It's not like K5- our sixth grade students are expected to come to 7th grade with the skills and background knowledge to be successful. A teacher who has to prep for 2 academic content areas will be a better equipped to serve students in an efficient manner. 6th
graders in K-6 buildings are often overlooked or treated like elementary school students. Having at least 2 teachers for core content areas would at least give students
a small taste of "real" middle school.



In-depth Background checks, Transport Accessibility, Sanitation & Safety Inspections

FT








Instead of taking older building for specialized instruction, please look at locations
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such as North High School. Utilizing that for a general High school, with space for an
international high school integrated. We need more neighborhood schools, as desegregation is outdated. Less busing and more neighborhood cohesion is important.




It broke our heart when the French Immersion, which we had been committed to, was

lumbus public schools here were ideal. After one year in this district and just experiencing kindergarten, we will promptly be moving to Worthington to continue our son's
education there. Even if we did continue with our current Elementary and Middle
Schools, we could never consider sending him to our assigned High School. We hope
this will change for future generations as Columbus is a great place to live!



space not be jeopardized. For example: a latchkey or PreK program should not mo- 
nopolize the gym, an auditorium, a Music or Art room making it impossible to hold after 

Keeping neighborhood schools
Larger populations at the high school level would provide more opportunities for students as there would be fewer class conflicts and more sections of classes offered. It
will also increase the talent pool at each high school and provide more competition
for students. As we create more alternative programs and elite schools, we have effectively scraped the top layer off of the traditional high schools, de reading competition and subsequently providing fewer opportunities.

It is important to develop strong administrative, academic and support staffs that are

A

engaged with the families being served. One way would be to provide true incentives
for staffs to live in the community they serve. There is a strong disconnect between the
staff and community served. There are many tax abatements offered for businesses to
open in urban areas. Why not offer abatements for District employees that are residing
in the area served and for educating their children in our schools? This would create a
trust relationship that is currently lacking. How can we expect this to be district of
choice when our own staff members are not selecting CCS as their choice?

Keep those kids in school no matter what it takes. They need to be high school graduates.

It is important that when bringing programs into the building that educational program

school rehearsal, practice, enrichment projects due to community use of building.



Just our honest opinion. We live in the Northwest Columbus area and thought the Co-
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It is important that school facilities incorporate green spaces and places for outdoor
recess with appropriate fixtures such as swings, benches, and seesaws, etc. for the
children. Places for children to play are as important as places for them to study, and
they may be synergistic.

It would be nice to have children that attend Duxberry Park Arts Impact to automatically have a spot in AIMS, followed by Fort Hayes. I believe that moving Duxberry to
the same campus as AIMS and Ft. Hayes will create a true arts district. I've watched
my 1st grader go from dreading a school day at a traditional school to genuinely being excited about the upcoming day at Duxberry. It's a different atmosphere, an arts
atmosphere and it should be combined with the other arts schools.

Integrating the academic program with a new facility.
gutted by the school district. We are still tax payers and still have a younger child who
will soon be ready to attend school in CCS district, but as of yet, we are unsure of what
we will do next. CCS lost our trust by the way the parents and children were treated
with the removal of 7th and 8th grades from the Immersion program.





It is time for Duxberry Arts Impact be moved to Fort Hayes campus

It is unfair that all students in the district do not attend school in the same building conditions. Some of these schools where built in the 1930s, they are cold in the Winter and
extremely hot in the Summer. They have paint chipping and what looks like asbestos
coming out of the walls. It is very shameful that teachers and students have to work
and learn in these horrible buildings while others are in brand new buildings.



later start times for middle and high school students.
Let's not wipe out the small schools. Initially saving money isn't resonating with the

FT







It seems that successful schools, such as CAHS, Centennial, and Whetstone for example, are in the oldest, most run down buildings. While other high schools with less successful programs are getting new buildings or being renovated. Why can't successful
schools be rewarded for their hard work? Working computers, more space, and air
conditioning greatly impact the learning environment and would greatly improve already successful programs. All kids should have these things, but when a program is
doing well, it should be fostered instead of neglected.

45

community anymore if the south side is losing all its charm. People want that feeling of
a neighborhood and combining students to larger schools in a way is devaluing our
children in the long term. If we don't have stable choices, people don't feel connected. I talked to one woman at Schiller who said she sold her home when she was told
her neighborhood school was closing. She was in real estate and knew what would
happen to her home value. She said she ended up moving completely out of the
south end because it was the second time they were going to close a school in her
area. She said she still comes to the park because she misses the area. I don't think
the district realizes what a disruption it is for everyone when they close schools. Also,
let's encourage diversity of students. How wonderful is it that a child can learn from a
child of a different country or experience? We want neighborhood schools that open
our kids to new people and experiences. Let's not limit their education to just other
children that look the same or come from the same background as them. Neighborhood schools don't mean excluding others from the area. The South side should be a
desired destination for Columbus families.
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likely to support school bond issues and levies. They would feel the schools connect
more with the local communities, even for residents with no children attending Columbus schools. Also, it would support the green effort by consolidating facilities, instead of
having some buildings in use only during school hours, then sitting empty and heated
(or cooled) during other times. I don't think people believe the schools need money,
and I don't think they realize the poor condition of many buildings. Having a public
space in the evening for local residents would de-mystify the perception many people
have that schools are breeding grounds for scary, trouble-making youth. When I attend events at suburban schools, I become more aware of the contrast with Columbus schools. In addition, many buildings are simply unhealthy because of dust, air quality, and deteriorating ceilings, wallboard, and floors. It seems that very little money has
been put into some of the higher performing academic schools - Ridgeview, Dominion, Whetstone, Centennial, and CAHS. The district needs to show support for the programs at these schools by investing something back into them.

Limits on class sizes
Livingston Elementary is too crowded. The 6th graders should be moved out of the
building. They are too old to be in with elementary kids. They have lost their art and
music room because of the 6th graders being there. Art and music really need their
own classrooms.



Locate the schools where the families live. High residential population areas need
good, quality school in their neighborhoods. Fill every classroom. Don't leave empty
learning space. Get rid of modular buildings. Especially those that have been there
for years. Find a way to renovate the buildings to accommodate the need.
Location

DR




Make all the schools similar in offerings of classes and the percent of passing so people



Many of the occupational and physical therapists in the district do not have appropriate space to work. This should be considered when developing plans for upgrading,
renovating, or building new buildings.









More foreign language immersion sites!

more music, more art

A

don't have to use the lottery and spend all this money busing students. We live close to
Cassady but it is high in failing rates, predominately ESL so other students aren't learning, and within 5 miles there are CCS schools much better. Keep the schools more
even all around and then no lotteries needed. Also this is a huge city so all kids should
be bused because some streets don't have sidewalks and there are a lot of bad people preying on kids. Have the buses drop at areas or sections rather than individual
homes but close by. A 5 year-old walking from Cassady has Sunbury, Cassady and
Agler to contend with! Finally all schools should offer sports with the academics so children build a bond with the same other children. Right now parents of K-6 have to have
kids play sports everywhere but school so they don't see the same kids over and over
each sport and the kids are heavier by not having it offered. Sports should be free for
city schools and busing included.
make sure you are continuing to integrate special education programs into the general education population when possible



Making it easier for CCS employees to enroll their own children in ccs schools
(especially out of district).





Many buildings are still without air conditioning and working, reliable beat. These
buildings built over 40 years ago desperately need to be updated or replaced. CCS
has many new, beautiful buildings available while others are ridiculously outdated,
inefficient, and unsafe. Please create a plan that would help those buildings.



Many Columbus school buildings are in declining condition, including the gyms, auditoriums, and classrooms. If the district could partner with local rec. centers, libraries,
and churches to offer extended hours' availability, I think the public would be more
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more time in the arts and more money to art schools (aka duxbery)
more time with arts more fun and trips

Most of the higher rated CPS schools are in the northern Columbus/Clintonville area or
downtown. For those who live in Galloway, Grove City, Hilliard, etc. in Columbus
school districts, we do not have highly rated schools. My kids qualify to attend the
Gifted school, but the commute downtown each day would be rather long. Most
people don't want to send their kids to Columbus schools that live in our areas (newer
subdivisions with middle class families) so they send them to charters or private schools
- they're afraid of the kids and the low performance of the schools. You would attract
more of these families and have a higher rated school system if you had schools out
this way.

Many building were taken off of the remodel or new school list. My school has multiple

leaks in the roof which are just patched until another leak happens. Cracked sidewalks and parking areas. Asbestos tile floors. Broken windows. Schools need to be
looked at seriously as health and safety concerns for students and staff.

More programs for kids after school.

FT



More programs for kids after school.



Moving the Hayden Farms and Hayden North Crossing to Hilliard School district. This
land is in the middle of the Hilliard School District. The area is less than 2 miles from
elementary, middle, and High schools. The students currently travel over 8-15 miles to
school.



Music and Art are embarrassingly underfunded. Facilities in many older building are
poor and individual schools must decide budgets for music and arts programs. These
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programs should have a specific budget each year for replacement of equipment,
music, supplies because right now it's a principal's decision. Those decisions vary wildly
within the district.





My grandson has attended Westgate Alternative School since kindergarten and is
currently in 4th grade. Would like to see his school go to 6th grade. It is an excellent
school because of the gifted program, physical education, music and art. He has excel due to his teachers and now under guidance of a new principal. We should be
given the opportunity to keep him in the close knit community that has served us well.

My child currently attends Colerain Elementary, one of the district schools focused on



My kids are not at the age yet, but maybe offer career days at the middle school level

and offer field trips to businesses that see value in the future. Maybe teach kids how to
balance a checkbook, have a home budget and live within their means. Maybe it's
already being done.



My son attends Columbus Alternative High School and we are very happy with the

DR

children with special needs. It has been an incredible experience for him. The level of
experience of the staff and resources available to him because of this focus should
not be undervalued. This school is one of many who have outgrown their space
somewhat, but I am always amazed by the creative problem solving by staff and administrators that makes the facility work despite the challenges they face. Their hard
work and dedication is an inspiration. You have some amazing people working for
your district. It is easy to lose sight of that when hammering out the logistics of running
such a large and complex organization. Please keep their voices in your thoughts as
you consider changes to the district moving forward.



about tennis courts and swimming pools.

staff and teachers. The school building and resources have been neglected by CCS
Administrators. CAHS is a good school that is being taken for granted by CCS Admin.
CAHS is a good school, but could be great with better resources for the library, materials, and the building. Many students are turned away from CAHS because it has
reached capacity. That could change with renovations or new building. CCS is quick
to throw money at underperforming schools and neglect schools that are doing OK.
Pouring money into a new school for underperforming students is not the answer; that
money should be used to for the families and provide social services to help them with
the challenges they face are daily basis. CAHS is good, but could be great with improved resources and facilities. Thank you for asking.

My family and I live in Clintonville. My husband and I are working professionals. I work in

A

a very high performing school district. Many of my coworkers questioned my choice to
purchase a home in Columbus City Schools when I could have bought a home in a
high performing district for a comparable price with similar sales tax. My children are
currently preschool age and attend a private preschool. I am passionate about my
community, but it is more important to me that my children get the best public education possible. It's concerning to me to see such a discrepancy between school performance within Columbus City Schools and even more concerning there's such a discrepancy in performance between the public schools within my community. I am
aware we are projected to send our children to a lower performing school, a school
we recently visited and were saddened to see had very rundown, outdated facilities.
We're reviewing our options, and I have reservations about the lottery system CCS has
in place. I realize this is a very diverse district with students coming from a variety of
backgrounds. These students deserve an excellent education in a safe environment
without their parents moving them from the city to the suburbs. CCS needs to value
this opinion and realize they're losing awesome families because they can't meet the
needs of their students.



My son currently attends CAHS. I am appalled that such a wonderful high school has
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such terrible conditions: no air conditioning, poor heat or overheated, mediocre library. The building is the same one that thirty year olds have attended with little or no
change. shameful!



My first requirement for a school is quality of the academics. Does the school value
learning beyond a test score? Does the school have committed teachers with a passion for life long learning? Does the school have reasonable class sizes? Does the
school have the enough technology to prepare students? Are you truly looking at
student needs or just trying to justify lower enrollment due to old buildings? We loved
the CCS school we go to until class size increased, a lack of academic services in
both special Ed and gifted due to staffing changes and policy, and a lack of support
from administration which all has lead to a decrease in the quality of the academics. I
hope CCS can focus on learning and student centered education and worry less
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My top choice in Q14 was not listed. I choose my child's school based upon the academic performance of the school.



My top reason for choosing a school is the quality of teachers and instruction. Why do
you not have academic quality as a 'most important reason' for choosing a school for
my child? That seems like a telling omission.



need to take out the stuff we don't need and only have the stuff we need so it will be
only like 3 hours of the school and more field trips and more times at the arts



Neighborhood schools are important. It would help reduce busing costs. It would also
help bring the community together if you could provide other resources in the center
such as health services and food banks.



Neighborhood schools build neighborhoods. I favor k - 12 options that keep children in
school with neighborhood children throughout their school career. that means that
each school needs good arts, science, sports and academic spaces.
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Not having an elevator is a problem for students/individuals who are wheelchair



pay more in teacher salaries more and get seasoned experience teachers. what happened to art, architecture, shop & trades, the basics i.e.: SCRIPT writing, counting
change, balancing a check book. RESPECT, MANNERS.

Planning should focus on a future goal, not current/past situations. The plan should be
for the future. Decisions to close/renovate buildings should be contingent on shifting
regional population bubbles. Decisions to close Brookhaven, for instance, while putting Woodward kids in module trailers seems odd to me. Schools serve their communities. If population wanes, let the school operate with similar programs and staff. Allow
smaller classes for a few years. Look at the regional elementary schools and let the
schools operate with a slightly diminished population for a few years. If possible, the
renovations, new builds, etc., should be based in current educational theory and
practice and not rely on the past and the design norms in the OSDM outlined by bureaucrats and the OSFC. To spend millions of dollars perpetuating an industrial model
of education is folly. Design the learning environments to meet the needs of future
students' learning, not those of their parents or grandparents.
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Open forums where staff can voice their concerns without a threat of retaliation.

Our schools need to be competitive with suburban districts and charter schools where
students experience classrooms with 1 to 1 devices for individualized instruction. We
now have chrome books for classrooms to borrow, but we are no where near ready to
roll out a 1 to 1 experience.



ing community partners with long term success at providing these programs, for example, YMCA and Directions for Youth (Ohio Avenue, Short Stop). Multiuse buildings - for
example, the Northern Lights Library is currently located at Brookhaven HS with Global
Academy. Why is CCS building a new K-8 school (Spanish immersion) a few blocks
from where Columbus Metro Library is rebuilding the Northern Lights Library? This is not
an effective use of taxpayer dollars. It is fantastic that Nationwide Children's has a
mobile unit visiting CCS schools on a monthly basis to conduct physicals, etc. Our
schools should be places for community, our first stop, not a last thought. Partnerships
expand resources for community use without demand that the school district do it all.



Changing the school year to reduce summer time by adding more breaks throughout
the year, especially when history shows more problems happen during certain time
periods of the year.



Partnerships - establish before/after school activities at all grade levels, especially utiliz-

A

Once your child is accepted into the lottery he should be able to continue in that
same feeder pattern if he or she chooses with out having to enter the lottery again
unless it is by choice.





Nothing is on here about elementary auditorium/gym spaces. Too many of our elementary buildings still have only one room that is a gym, auditorium, and cafeteria.
When considering offerings for the schools, this should be considered as it causes
many difficulties and keeps programs from being able to work well.



Parking, traffic and access. My children attend Indianola and there is not nearly
enough parking anywhere near the school, which creates massive problems at pickup
and for events like open house.

new K-12 school for Columbus Gifted Academy

bound or whom have an injury that prevents them from using stairs.
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the neighborhood. 2. Cost. Reducing buses and all costs related to busing. 3. Time.
Students get to and from school quicker. 4. The money saved from busing to be used
on EDUCATION! 5. Parent involvement. It is no secret that students are not getting the
education needed to be successful. CCS has tried many things, but none have
brought up the quality of learning needed. Get back to basics- reading, writing and
arithmetic. Smaller class sizes, PK ratio 10-1, K ratio 15-1, 1-3 ratio 20-1. By the time the
student enters 4th grade, they will have a good foundation for their road to success.
Students do not move to the next grade until they have mastered the grade they are
in. grades 4 & 5 ratio 25-1, 6-9 ratio 28-1, 10-12 ratio 30-1 with possibly a higher ratio
depending on skill level of the class, but no more than 35-1. Improve ALL schools and
you will see results. A lot of money is wasted on buses, from maintaining the bus and
insurance to driver expenses with pay and benefits. The district is still top heavy with
certified personal who are not in the classroom. Supervisors who supervise other supervisors, who then supervise others....., well, face it, that's like throwing money away. I
could go on forever, but I'm not really saying anything that you haven't heard and
don't already know. szimpfer2@gmail.com if you want to hear more :) Sue




with these successful models. Maybe convert some under-attended schools to boost
lottery attendance?

NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS!!! Several reasons: 1. Pride, community and belonging to

Parents are so stressed about trying to lottery into more desirable schools. If CCS
made more schools like Kenwood, Spanish, CGA, CAHS, Indianola, etc. then parents
would have more choices and more kids would have opportunities to attend schools
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Please be mindful that Sharon Woods would like Beechcroft to reflect the physical
appearance. Currently, it is an eye sore especially the condition of the building, stadium, and track. I know many greats are happening academically however it would be
attractive to parent considering the school. First impressions are important. Also, please
consider the parents on the Northside that have several modular units (Alpine, Avalon,
and Woodward Park) and communities have brand new building that aren't even at
capacity. As a parent, I would not tolerate such a practice due to the safety concerns
(especially the gun violence)regardless of it meets state mandates. Great schools
drive neighborhoods!
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Please build K-8 buildings in areas where there is large population growth such as the
Hayden Run Corridor, Upper Albany West, and in the Galloway area. I would hope
that there is a plan to preserve West High School and support in renovating schools in
the Northwest area of Columbus which has been neglected with the exception of
Clinton, Kenwood and Indianola. These areas are the most attractive and stable to
families.



Please close Mifflin Beechcroft and northland and build a proper size north end facili-

ty. Also consider this in other regions of the city. No need for the redundancy of 19
high schools. Do a cost analysis



makes it hard to work.



(kindergartener pick up time 7:23 a.m. drop off just before 9) to receive services that
could/should be offered closer to home. This seems ridiculous on many, many levels.
First, this is a 5 year old kid. Second, how much money does it cost? Third, strain on
parent-teacher relationship. Parents are less likely to participate when they have to
drive across the city.



Please consider that the taxpayers voted in favor of a levy over a decade ago that
promised to see Dominion Middle School and Indian Springs Elementary school renovated. Neither school has seen a dime, while brand new, multi-million dollar facilities to
house other schools are popping up across the city. Thank you!

Please consider a new building for CAHS. Our building is on the website for historical
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school buildings in Ohio and it is categorized as "ready for demolition ". It is a high
school set in an elementary school setting. Elementary bathrooms with toilets for little
ones. Inadequate gym and performance stage for a high school. Mice and cockroaches everywhere. Inadequate heat and air system. It is hot in the winter from old
heat system. It is hot in the fall and spring because no air conditioning. The students
are provided with water so they don't pass out in the heat. Our students deserve better. CAHS is a great school and a nationally rated gem for CCS. There should be more
schools like it. As our students excel at their school they deserve a better building. I am
sure CAHS would fill up a new school with students that are highly motivated and excited about their high school career. Don't just build schools for failing schools, Help
those who are doing well and who also deserve a space that will encourage their
success. Thank you.

please consider that students are riding buses for more than an hour and a half

Please consider moving Duxberry Park E.S. to the campus of Fort Hayes.
Please consider neighborhood (civic association) boundaries. It is difficult to support a
'neighborhood' school when the neighborhood is split between two.





Please consider the needs of all students. My son attends CAHS and it seems like the
district has simply ignored the fact that this building is a former elementary school now
housing adult-sized students. The bathrooms are simply unacceptable. The cafeteria is
simply sad. Yes, CAHS student achieve despite their uninspiring surroundings. Please
imagine the achievement that could take place with an up-to-date facility. I have
heard that students at East High School, a beautiful-looking building from the outside,
are "tearing up" the inside. How about giving CAHS students a chance to part of a
beautiful building? Thank you.
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Please consider creating a middle school (6-8) International Baccalaureate program

for students who's elementary program stresses language immersion, global awareness, STEM, and informal education. These students need a place to go that can provide the same high level of education offered on the elementary level, and not currently available for middle school. The district has a wonderful program in CAHS.
Please consider expanding this program.




disabilities that are now attending public schools who were previously served at Franklin County Developmental Disabilities facilities/schools. This population of students may
need additional classroom space, restrooms/changing rooms within the classrooms,
etc.

Please consider building a new building for CAHS. Emphasize the program's strengths

while considering how to scale it. Most importantly, if you so kindly decide to take this
project on, please consult teachers, administration, students, and their families. Could
be the greatest community based school and so many possibilities given CAHS' dedication to changing lives.



Please consider the educational needs of the growing population of students with

A





Please consider rebuilding Eastmoor academy. It is in disrepair and the maintenance
required for it to be safe for the children causes disruptions in the classrooms and
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Please consider the number of students in each class. 27 has proven to be TOO MUCH
for a first grade class. It's hard for the kids to focus. The room is over-crowded. The
teacher is stressed. And much more....



Please consider the start time of the schools. Some students are catching the bus as
early as 6:00 am - this is ridiculous. They are so tired during the school day. Please also
consider the ride time for special education students who are bussed. Some special
education students ride the bus for hours! This is not fair to them.



Please continue to put resources into the Fine Arts. Music, Art, History, and Poetry in
particular.




please do not cut current family's who want to attend our awesome school's.
Please emphasize renovating schools that are performing well, such as schools in the
Northwest area (Cranbrook, Winterset, Ridgeview, Centennial). CCS needs to attract
more students that have a choice as to attend their assigned school or a private option.
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Please include the student voice from those who are high performing and those who
have left school or the district altogether. We are building this for them and their viewpoint is critical for success.



Please review the performance of schools, although some schools have high perfor-





Providing latchkey programs at all locations.
Putting air conditioning in schools that don't have any because it gets hot
Putting money into areas to revitalize the area has not worked. How about putting a
little money into the schools to "fix" the schools instead of "fixing" the neighborhood?

at Clinton Elementary. I understand the need for neighborhood schools but some consideration should be given to mixing communities within the city.



Please take a look at schools that are falling apart, Cassady should have been re-

Q 14, #1 answer: Quality of instruction #2 answer: Needs/interests of my child Every-

thing else is a distant third or N/A
Q1 Grade Configuration: Changing my kids' school to a K-6 has had no positive effects. International 7-12 never should have happened, and now we are trying to fix
the problems that change caused. Q8 Local Taxes, significant spaces for CCS buildings: A district indoor swimming pool would keep us from having to use Cols Parks and
Rec Aquatic Center, or could allow for a second practice location for high school
teams. We could even create middle school teams. New aquatics buildings could
have the ability to create revenue, similar to Africentric's field house. Related to questions 4 (overcrowded buildings), 5 (underutilized buildings), 12 (renovating, replacing,
new builds, re-purposing or retiring schools), 14 (two most important factors when
choosing a school):
We need to re-think our school system. We are losing families
because successful programs and schools are not receiving needed support. Making
the grade bands uniform can be a first step. Right now many Kenwood families leave
after 5th grade because International is not a viable middle school option, and they
want to start with everyone else in 6th grade at a neighborhood middle school. We
also need more viable middle school and high options, which could help with overcrowding in some locations like Woodward Park. Moreover, we need these options to
keep CCS competitive and viable. We NEED a middle school with a language focus,
to continue the pathway for Ecole Kenwood and CSIA. It could have a combined
language and IB focus to help give options for overcrowded Indianola (make it a K-5,
which would give them enough space in their existing Crestview building). Combining
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Please think about why there is such a long list of people who would like their children

Please, again, IF a child doesn't pass the beginning of the year kindergarten
test....PLEASE figure out a way to send them automatically put them in a preschool
classroom. Academically it would be better for the child. If not, the gap gets bigger
and bigger. We need to be proactive!!!! Also, I would like to see MORE MENTAL
HEALTH services provided to our schools. As a third grade teacher this year, I have so
many students who are not performing because their needs are not being met. The
behaviors that is displayed in the classroom far exceed what I can provide as a teacher. One cannot learn if their basic needs are not being met.



Programs that are doing well should be recognized and rewarded. Schools where
there are challenges in the mental health needs of the students/community should
get more intense intervention. Those schools should have smaller classes, more educational assistance and administrators who support quality teachers.



to go to Indianola Alternative School. It's because of the program focus. Could you
see about expanding this focus to other schools? It's a research proven way for all
learners and gives our children a "whole" education. I love our neighborhood school
but am considering the lottery process to get our son into this school because of the
approach to teaching. I would not move him if we could have more arts in the classrooms. Thank you



ars and families do not have to move repeatedly



Please strongly consider diversity of schools. My child is in a close to all white classroom

done years ago .Lack of air conditioning ( only some rooms have air) uncivilized. They
wasted big bucks on a roof that leaks. It is not safe - ceiling tiles fall down all the time.



Programs should be placed at the beginning that will allow room for growth so schol-

A
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Please renovate West HS! It needs it very badly.

mance despite poor building conditions doesn't mean that they should be over
looked for renovation or rebuilding.



Prior success is important for a school. Drastically underperforming schools should be
turned into magnet schools or retooled with faculty around administrator and teacher
led focuses to give them a chance to reboot around a new theme with a staff that all
supports the new idea(s).

Please move the Hayden's Crossing North Neighborhood to Hilliard schools. The
schools are too far away from where we live and Columbus is no longer considering to
build a school near us.






Please keep CCS located within neighborhoods! Keep school buildings close to the
students that they serve so that there is less reliance on bussing and more physical
activity on the way to school. Also consider locating schools near other community
amenities to save on the cost of duplication--such as near parks, fields, pools, tennis
courts, etc.



OVER THE CITY BUT SOME OF THEM (CAHS ESP) ARE SORELY LACKING IN THEIR FACILITIES
AND OPERATING BUDGET.

Please fund the arts

PLS ALSO CONSIDER YOUR LOTTERY SCHOOLS AND THEIR NEEDS. THEY PULL FROM ALL
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Q14 - class size

Q14- ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT. Anyone who picks any other answer has the wrong
priorities for their child and the district.

Q14 should include an option "Quality of academics"
Q14 should include quality of education

Q14 The state test scores. The quality of the program. The teachers. School climate.
Q14. School rating is most important



question Q14 should have had an other. Academic Ratings/Progress is the number
one consideration and seems glaringly obvious, yet is not a choice or option.



QUIT MAKING THE TEACHERS GIVE TESTS FROM OUTSIDE FOR PROFIT COMPANIES! It is a
complete waste of our money and the teachers' time. I trust my children's teachers to
know where my children need to improve, and where they need to be challenged!



Rebuild CAHS. It's an absolute joke that tiny building is pushing out so many college
grads and people that end up successful in their fields but they can't even get proper
food, A/C and building conditions while in class. The building doesn't promote a learning environment the teachers and staff do



Reduce class sizes. It is ABSURD that classes at a PRIORITY school are filled to capacity.

Quality - teaching staff experience. Curriculum - beyond or below grade tutoring Mu-

Quality (academic rigor) of the educational program offered at the school is important when selecting a school for my child.

reliable moving services, without breakage and loss more custodial personnel better
planning to have faculties ready for move-ins, i.e. painting, flooding, leftover stuff
moved out, leaks better control of equipment, furniture, supplies, etc. to minimize cost
of duplication of these things throughout district need archives area--for example, is
there one location for at least one copy of every yearbook published by all schools?
Where can one research the history of CCS?



Relocate Duxberry to newer facility on Ft Hayes Campus. They would have opportunity
to see how what they are learning now impacts them in future play, productions, etc.
Their building is old and needs updated. Location is poorly chosen and I fear his safety
there afterschool.

Q14: Worst question ever. I choose by academic performance. I want my kids to go

sic-vocal, instrumental, appreciation, and program participations Recognition- day for
staff appreciation above the pall-lapel pins, cups, special luncheons or dinners etc.
School & neighborhood, - history of when, who, why.



Question 14 did not include established strength of program/academic achievement

28 in a kindergarten is setting the students up for failure!! In addition, bring back 5 specials a week. Kids NEED music, art and gym!!

to a school that sends graduates to great colleges armed with scholarships. Do any
CCS schools do that? Will a new building make that happen? I haven't seen a correlation between your investments and opening real-live doors for children.



QUALITY OF EDUCATION

FT

Q14 should include the quality of academics in the school. That is the number one

Reputation. The principal.




Quality of education

rankings as a choice, which I consider to be the highest priority.



priority.



condemned building if you could give me that.





Q14- I consider academics and diversity. Why aren't these choices? Why isn't academic achievement the prime motivation behind all BOE decisions?





Quality academics. Classroom management. Safety in schools. I'd let my child go to a

A
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schools with low enrollment or closing buildings and busing students will provide possible spaces for schools needing new buildings (CAHS comes to mind) or larger buildings (Columbus Gifted Academy). We need to support schools that have successful
programs and re-think spending $40 million on a new Africentric building that will be
woefully underutilized unless there is an enrollment jump from the current ~500 for ALL
of grades 6-12. That is only 100 more students than were in my entire graduating class
of high school! Successful neighborhood schools are at or near capacity and not all
exactly welcome lottery applications. We need to provide more alternative options
for middle and high schools, which could also help students matriculate within CCS
instead of leaving for decent charter options like Metro. If we create schools with solid
program foci, we will attract quality teacher candidates. But we need take advantage of the crossroads facing the Facility Planning committee. I desperately want
to see CCS become the envy of other districts because everyone wins--students, families, teachers and administrators. There are parents willing to volunteer time and
knowledge to help make this happen!



Renovate schools in poorer neighborhoods first. Consider lowering the student to
teacher ratio in classrooms.



Renovate West High School. Also, Africentric should not have a new building due to
their academic failures. It is not deserved and/or earned.



Resolve the federal indictment against CCS regarding equitable funding of individual
schools via local property taxes by apportioning funds across the system regardless of
the presence, or lack thereof, of property taxes.



Rooms designed with appropriate storage, coatrooms, enough computer labs, space
for all the other necessities besides regular classrooms, (i.e. LLI, tutors, OT/PT, small
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group pull-out spaces, etc.)




program because there is no way to fit the group into the space. Drop off for school
each day is crazy, pick up is worse. The Columbus Police have had to be called as
parent who have been waiting in line to pick up their child for at least 30-45 minutes
ahead of dismissal time have lost their temper. Poles have been hit by vehicles driving
too fast through a too small space. The children have to play recess amongst cars of
staff. There is no space for staff parking. Parents drive through the "playground/parking
lot" during recess time. Afternoon recess houses about 250-300 students on playground
at one time. Office only has 1 1/2 secretaries, parents and staff are not dealt with in a
timely fashion. Office duties trickle down to teachers who are already stretched too
thin. Teachers, at an hourly salary of ~25.00 per hour are spending 45 minutes per week
on the playground for duty. There are not enough teaching assistants to cover the
duties as so many adults are needed to supervise so many students. ESL population
goes with out services from the ESL staff. About 1/4 of the ESL population receives services. We have 2 ESL teachers for about 300+ ESL students. Neighboring schools are
no where near this population. "Mob mentality" often takes over because there are
too many bodies on a space that was not designed to house nearly 700 students, their
parents and the staff needed to attend to such a large volume. NOT SAFE!!!

safety and sports are important as well
Safety, academic proficiency, athletics, & music are very important for developing
well rounded individuals. I wish the kids who wanted to be there could do so with
these basic offerings so that they could have a good childhood and excellent preparation for entering adulthood. I wish there were monies for everything, but there isn't.
Because of this, the limited $ available should be spent equipping our children with the
best chance at a good future, not providing "everything to everybody."



School libraries (elementary) are often understaffed. The instructional assistants are
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used in so many ways in the building that they do not have the best opportunity to
develop quality programs/ library time for all of the students that they have to serve. I
would like to see staffing dedicated to libraries.
School of the arts for elementary and middle school. Academic scheduled in the

morning school of the arts in the afternoon. Students would have to audition for the
school.



Schools built with open concept designs that have oddly shaped (triangle) classrooms



with pillars in the middle of rooms should be rebuilt first especially if they have large
numbers of students on wait list to attend there.
Schools grade card

building

A






Schools need visible leadership not ones that hide in their offices. Also stop crossing

Schools should be built and maintained in areas of student population.

sought after as an ideal learning environment. Food needs to be more healthy.
Schools could have urban gardens.




security for schools is needed
Seems like the most obvious answer for "when choosing a school for your child, which is
most important?" would be the quality of education offered. (not a choice)

Schools should be modeled after Cincinnati Public Schools such as Walnut Hills and
SCPA. Those schools should be located in neighborhoods with safe reputations like
Centennial or Whetstone.




Schools with informal styles like Indianola in more areas would be great. It is highly
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the public/religious separation lines. And if the schools were good schools neighborhood children would attend and not go elsewhere. Stop all the busing; it's a waste of
money.




Schools that have outstanding grades and achievements like CAHS deserve a new



mentary and middle schools where there are a large number of gifted students
(allowing all siblings in a family to attend the same school). Attendance boundaries
for middle and high schools should be adjusted to ensure that neighborhood schools
retain the level of safety that is representative of the core geographic area in which
the school is located.

Schools should be year round , mirroring the we inland park elementary school model.
Schools that are allowed to become too large hurt everyone involved; students, par-

ents and staff. Avalon ES houses nearly 700 students. The main building has 2 restrooms
and the modular has 1, for nearly 700 students. There is constant movement in the
main building, 700 students being taken to and from Art, Music and PE. The TINY gymnasium is used for 2 1/2 hours EACH day for lunch (4 lunch periods). The students could
have additional PE time if this were not the case. We cannot have all school assemblies. When awards assemblies happen, it is too crowded with just 2 grade levels present. Parents are squeezed in. They cannot even take a photo of their child on stage
holding their award because that would take too much time and the other awards
assemblies or lunch is waiting to happen. Parents cannot see their child perform in a
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Self-contained classes for gifted students should continue to be provided at all ele-



Sell administration buildings and consolidate in one renovated building on Ft. Hayes
campus.




Sell building not being used.
Shadow students for a day. Understand the limitations they experience because of
the programming, transportation, and physical space. It will give you the understanding needed to be responsive to the students and community.



Size of the classroom is important. Outdated computers are also a problem.
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work and money that went into renovating them.

Some buildings in the district are in serious disrepair- or, rather, just out dated- poor
wiring-inadequate infrastructure- like not enough restrooms. Poor wiring- frightful- in
some places---- Scottwood, Fairwood, Broadleigh- I mean some of these places are a
public health hazard- really- Please consider replacing these places......our kids and
our community deserve better. Thanks



Some of the buildings are infested with rodents and insects. There are also buildings
that have to be full of mold, considering that the roofs are leaking and in need of replacement. I'm sure there is also lead and asbestos contamination. The schools stuck
with the cloudy windows from the late 1980s should have had them replaced long
ago.

Staff & rate of turnover
Staff training on diversity and differentiated instruction.
Start times are too early for teens - should make the hours more developmentally and
medically appropriate. Scores - how is the school performing on tests, on graduate
rates, etc.



State of the art science labs. A large enough auditorium/group space for the whole
school to gather for meetings/presentations occasionally. A space for drama productions. A safe place outside for recesses and downtimes, even at the HS level. Equitable
facility investment around the district. Plan for the future, not just the present.

Some of the wonderful new facilities that have been built have been awarded to

greatly under-achieving school populations while some high achieving programs continue to be under-funded and left to “make-do” with inadequate facilities and equipment. The inequitable handling of these kind of details give pause to voters at the
booth when considering an operating levy or bond issue. THINK ABOUT REWARDING
HIGH ACHIEVING SCHOOLS TOO.



Special education services!!!

DR








Some schools may be contractually obligated to increase their enrollment but when

Stop having so many meetings about closing schools and if the school needs closed
just close it!



Stop overspending on high school renovations. You could have torn down and started from scratch for cheaper costs. This would enable you to build more buildings
throughout the district.



Strong neighborhood schools should be the norm and students choosing alternative

schools the exception. Any and all efforts to strengthen neighborhood schools and to
encourage students to stay in their neighborhood school should be pursued. The
voucher system is a temporary solution that doesn't solve the long-term problem and is
costing CCS a lot in transportation budget. When engaged parents stay in their
neighborhood school and choose to make it strong together, there will be less demand for alternative options and vouchers.



FT

A

the classrooms are cramped as is, then this policy should be reviewed. Indianola informal had this happen to them this year and it's distressing that my child is attending
school (K) with a class count of 25 and can barely fit at her desk, or get to her cubby.
She literally only has a few inches to pull her chair away from the desk to sit down. And
while seated, there is zero elbow room for the three kids seated on her side of the table. And that is with the current count of 25... the classroom is too small. The exterior of
the building is falling apart, there are no gifted classes offered, as was promised (not K,
older kids). And the cafeteria she eats in is also too small. The noise level in the cafeteria is way to loud to focus on eating. Please consider putting more funding into Indianola Informal. Also, if you are planning on new facilities, please consider keeping
green spaces for kids to play.



South has been renovated and is so beautiful! But it is my understanding enrollment is
down. Why not combine with Marion Franklin and use that building. Obviously you
would have to rename it and choose a new mascot, etc.etc. the rivalry between
those two schools is significant, but still. . . Also Linden-McKinley - another beautiful,
under-utilized school. Let's fill them both so more kids can benefit from all the hard

53

Student opinions and feedback on their experience. They are the ones who will take
their education with them and they are the ones who can tell you if it's difficult to learn
because there are too many or poor lighting or not enough teacher support....



Sometimes overcrowded classrooms are caused by lack of funding from the District for

additional teachers, in my children's elementary school, we had empty classrooms just
waiting for some of the 30+ students in two fifth grade classes that instead were split
into a 4/5 split class that turned out ALSO having 30 students, so now we have 29-30
kids each in 3 classes when we could have just had an extra 5th grade teacher and
made for comfortable teaching environments vs overcrowded chaos.





Students should be attending schools within their neighborhood. Transporting kids
across town is bad both economically and socially. Some special focus schools are
beneficial but having every school with a different focus promotes attending school
outside of where they live.



Take active steps to off-set the influence of gang activity and the distribution of illegal
drugs. Foster and aggressively pursue anti gang and illegal drug activity through programs that focus on campaigns that teach children from the earliest possible age the
effects of illegal drugs on the individual, and haw they negatively impact the lives of
everyone in the community. Create programs that attack and take the sense of getting "BIG" money from illegal drug dealing. Make a major point that illegal drugs and
gang activity will not be tolerated at any level, and put in place active and aggressive programs to stop these kinds of destructive activities. Emphasize these activities
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are NOT constructive, they are NOT lucrative, and they ultimately destroy lives and
productive communities. Do these things and parents will be free to choose the best
school for their child - and they will support that school whole-heartedly



schools had sports teams then participation would rise at those schools not to mention
the competitiveness of those programs would increase. Africentric barely fields any
teams compared with traditional high schools and the teams, outside of basketball,
are extremely small, some can't complete games when players get hurt or they are so
severely disadvantaged they get destroyed on the scoreboard. So why are they getting a school with all of the athletic facilities when other schools with more sports
teams and established programs are left with facilities that look like the abandoned
relics of Chernobyl before the meltdown.

Teacher/student ratio Technology available for students Media center with wide selection of books Computer lab




Teachers are not included in question 14?
Thanks for the survey. I'd like to make sure that there is equitable investment in all are-

as of the community. I really like the idea of partnering with community-based (not
religiously-based) agencies and non-profits to share space and resources.





commodate temporary population shifts. Smaller-scaled general education should be
the focus of K-12 and buildings should be open to other community uses after school
hours.

The above question: academic performance is the only thing that matters to me

DR

about a school. It should be a consideration for your last question. It is not a factor on
any question. What is it you think schools are for?



The biggest factor we consider in choosing a school is the quality of education. That





The class size limit in elementary school is too high - specifically K-2. There should never





The district is continually making it harder and harder for after hour/weekend use of

move on to the next grade and to reach their career goals.
The most important things for me in choosing a school for my child are the academic

The district needs to stop pouring money into failing schools like Africentric k-12 and

Columbus International. Africentric has been an abysmal failure and quite frankly an
embarrassment to the district. Columbus International was started to immerse native
English speakers in French or Spanish yet a large population of Columbus International
is made up of foreign-born students who already speak languages like French fluently.
So where is the immersion? Also from an athletic standpoint a lot of money can be
saved if only traditional high schools had athletic teams. Africentric and Columbus
International should have their sports programs eliminated. The amount of money this
would save the district would easily fund the hiring of more teachers and support staff.
These schools can barely field teams in a number of sports. If only traditional high
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The needs of programs in each building and ensuring the facilities meet the needs of
those programs (for example, preK or STEM/arts programs) when programs with specialized needs are just placed in a building that isn't designed for those needs, the
quality of programming suffers

FT

The district needs to partner with the local universities to coordinate the training of

teachers for our alternative programs. Until this happens at the university levels, our
alternative programs are at risk. If teachers were still being trained to teach in alternative schools, we could continue to build them instead of close. I am also troubled as a
tax payer, at the condition of some of our "newer" buildings. Some are already deteriorating due to cheap materials and havoc systems.



The most important thing should be are the kids learning what they need to learn to

performance of the school and the atmosphere of the school.



the school locations. Schools can and should feel like they are part of the community
and opening them up more to parent/partner groups will aid in that.



The most important factor in choosing a school is academic performance.

A

be 29 Kindergarteners in a classroom. Five year olds are impulsive and completely
unpredictable. This creates a safety issue. 29 Kindergarteners in a classroom is developmentally inappropriate.

The French immersion program was a high priority for us and is the reason we chose to
live in Columbus as opposed to a suburb.

wasn't an option above, but we have our children in a lottery school because they're
getting a way better education than they would in our neighborhood school



The district should consider using very nice portable buildings (not modulars) to ac-



The reality that many families have more than one child in the system. So, as much as
possible, keep it simple. Let neighborhood schools flourish. Bus kids out of their neighborhood only when needed. Ex: our family goes to a small neighborhood school
(Cranbrook). We LOVE it! We also have a newly identified gifted student. We are
thankful for the options available, but also feel sad that our small school no longer
offers gifted classes so now we have to split our family up to make use of gifted services.



The resources available at each school are low and demands on staff are high without giving them support. Also- please consider reducing class sizes!





The safety at the high schools!!!
the safety part is also location, the condition of the building.
The School District would be better served by completely renovating the largest and
oldest schools for three reasons: the older buildings protect the best from natural catastrophes/disasters; the largest buildings allow for maximum programming and facility
utilization; and since most of the largest buildings are also historically significant/the
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oldest, preserving them enhances community relations and shows support through
investment. Through investment in historical structures, a district illustrates how much it
cares about the community without complete gentrification.



The small schools offer a better environment for elementary and middle age students

sues and high levels of ELL students to keep class sizes manageable. The district is constantly shuffling teachers and administrators who are invested in their schools without
consideration of the damage to the students, families, and teachers.





school system and wish that just half as much energy was put into making education
better as is put into how to improve facilities. It doesn't matter if our kids are in a garage or a penthouse-if they don't have teachers that can teach, or access to computers where they can learn online for themselves, none of this matters. We need to quit
spending such inordinate amounts of money per student and focus instead on producing real educational results! Please stop with the building and renovations-I'll be
voting against any and all new tax levy's until our kids start performing better. We need
to reprioritize what's important.

DR

to learn. Moving students to different schools because of closures or redrawing the
boundary lines is disruptive to their education. Get more community groups involved.
Childrens Hospital, Battelle and OSU are supposed to be partners, but only work with a
few schools. Some schools are left to find community volunteers on their own, where
others have whole teams of community members focused on them. I see where the
district will focus their attention on some schools, but not on others. I am guessing
some people who make major decisions for these schools have not even visited some
locations.



The specific school's academic & social opportunities are very important, but if the
location is unsafe or is too far away, I can't consider it.




The technology and Wi-Fi services need to be improved in the older buildings.. There is



could keep more students in Columbus City Schools if adequate disciplinary methods
were used, not simple disciplinary transfers.

there are a lot more than 2 to decide which school for my child!
There are already after school programs in buildings that claim to be able to tutor/

health and survival of the Columbus population. Absolutely vital on many levels.

enrich students but I'm having a hard time buying in. Test score have not improved.
The new building are becoming over-crowded and these programs need to find a
place of their own. The buildings are not equipped for extra programs.



There are schools in the district that are widely regarded and people are queuing up
to get in them (for example, Clinton or Indianola). Why aren't these successful programs being emulated across the district?



There is a general feeling that the district's left hand does not know what the right
hand is doing when it comes to enrollment and school sizes. Each school should be
audited for general classroom size and teacher allocation in order to make sure space
is being properly utilized. Consideration should be given to schools with discipline is-
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These questions are huge. I understand how complicated but so very important for the




to have fun and more kids.
Too many expensive and unnecessary programs which should be cut or eliminated -

FT

There appears to be a huge equity problem in the district in regards to resources/



equipment that elementary buildings have. All elementary buildings should be updated or renovated (AC/Heating new Windows, new doors). All elementary buildings
should have a computer lab and separate lunchroom and multipurpose room.




There should be an audition/portfolio process for arts programs instead of lottery. We

A

The use of district and school wide Positive Behavior Intervention Support Systems is an
important factor in choosing which school I would want to work in and which ones I
would want to send my children to and they should be a major area of focus.



There needs to be continuity of and commitment to services by the board and administration. If feeder patterns must be adjusted, do so but keep them in place for years
and years to come. Similarly with the new gifted school--don't yank away something
those kids have come to love.

The success of that school in preparing kids for college

a big difference in these services. I think keeping the area/neighborhood theme is
important. Air conditioning needs to be added, it is difficult for students to learn when
it is so hot. Maintenance of existing building is very poor. It will cost in the long run.



There is way too much of a focus on the buildings! I grew up in the Columbus public

French or Spanish immersion schools are total waste of resources! basic band and
vocal music is great, but specialized programs such as orchestral strings are unnecessary and wasteful. Bussing of students should NOT be provided freely. Students should
be assigned to local neighborhood schools. If student, or their parents, wish for them
to attend another school, first there must be room to accommodate them, and second, parent/student must find own way to other facility or PAY for transportation. Way
too much money has been wasted for decades for busses - equipment, maintenance,
drivers, time and fuel! This money would have been better spent on actual education!



Too many of our buildings are underutilized or overcrowded and rezoning attendance
boundaries needs to be a goal, even though there is always negative public sentiment. Too many of our buildings remain in poor condition while others are new/rebuilt.
Burroughs was a beautiful renovation, but what about buildings like Fairwood, W.
Broad, Highland, and any number of others where you still have to travel to the basement for restrooms, staff has a restroom in a closet and there is no space for support
staff. We don't need all new buildings but some fresh drywall and updated plumbing
would be nice. If enrollment were adjusted, perhaps a classroom in these old buildings
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could have partitions installed for work space.



Top performing high schools in buildings with awful, unsafe infrastructure deserve higher quality buildings than those that struggle. It is a very shameful opinion that CCS
keeps building new buildings and campuses for low performing high schools. East high
and Linden McKinley "STEM Academy" are low performing high schools that did not
deserve the renovations they got. Columbus Alternative (CAHS) is in an unsafe, dirty,
unhealthy, small, and low resourced building and is the gem of the Columbus City
School district. Stop giving low performing schools better resources and start making
sure those schools are better educated first.



moved 3 times, each time farther away from our actual neighborhood. Enough is
enough. Our daughter wont be going to CCS, I want her to go to one school not
moved every year on the whim of the district.

wonderfully, except that the cafeteria can't accommodate enough students at a
time to be really functional. You have kids eating lunch from 10:30 am to 1:09 pm. I
don't have a solution, but in a building that was being completely reworked, this was
overlooked somehow.




Up to date technology, computer labs, and computers for students to use



Use Everet for school - Columbus Gifted Academy

We love the language immersion program at Ecole Kenwood but are disappointed

We need a return to more life skills being provided. More support in preventing teenage pregnancy is crucial in stopping the cycle of poverty.



Various models of educations like classical education.

We need better facilities and better teachers. One way to help teachers would be to

Was it an oversight that performance grade of the school was not an option in Q14?

prevent having to have traveling teachers.

We are located in the Hayden Run Corridor, and the schools are just way too far away 

We need books back in schools. We need writing and spelling to be taught more.

from our neighborhoods. There are Hilliard Schools within 1 mile from these neighborhoods. There are also patches within other school district boundaries that attend CCS.
A discussion between these adjoining school districts needs to be had. The Win-Win
agreement needs to be addressed. It is 30 years old, and just because the city of Columbus annexes land 10 miles away from the schools, doesn't mean the children
should attend those schools. When the city of Columbus annexes land, if there is a
school within a certain radius, they should attend the school closest to those homes.

Without the basic concepts of writing and spelling how can a child advance in reading. Kids in the second grade cannot even spell basic words or write a sentence. And
this is at a decent school in the district. Bring back in -school extra math and reading
tutors . Teachers need to be consistent in teaching . We have one teacher who lets
writing slid and gives a child 4's in writing when clearly it was not correct. The child
moves up a grade and the writing grade goes to 2. How can one grade level or one
teacher say it's good and another a grade up say it is not? My sons second grade
teacher was surprised that he did not have no spelling in first grade just sight word list.
That is great he can read the sight words at a high level but ask him to spell a simple
word or what it means.

FT

We chose to enroll in Indianola Informal K-8 because they were small and still very



We have rebuilt and renovated buildings in our most needy neighborhood, neglecting 
the schools with consistent good results academically. It's time to reward good aca
demic achievement.



We love our children's' teachers, principals, and all of the other staff in their building!
that it's not continued through 8th grade like the Spanish immersion school. We would
love to see the French immersion program include middle school grades too!

hands on, artistic, imaginative and able to exist outside of the box. Unfortunately, their
resources were already stretched and they have felt the pain and stain of being
tasked with taking on a multitude of additional students several weeks into the school
year. Not sure why the district thought that would be beneficial to anyone :\



We live on the borderline for the local elementary schools. my son is 12 and has been

A



Try to avoid situations like the cafeteria at Indianola k-8. This store was overhauled



DR







should NOT be a barrier to pride and school spirit! We know you have many things to
fix, programs, busing, union negotiations - however in my experience an investment in
a dynamic work environment will result in increased employee productivity and greater dedication to your mission. After all your employees have no control over their environments - it is up to the district to offer them fresh updated spaces to thrive in while
they do the work they were hired to do.

we need fun time
We need more equipment and more funds.
We need more funds for field trips and art things and more athletic things
We need more International bacc. programs in Columbus. Both on the high school
and middle school levels.

we live in the Centennial district the auditorium is ridiculously outdated! Along with
Whetstone and Ridgeview's. If these schools aren't going to see new buildings in the
future they should at least see funds for updates. It seems to be inequitable the way
funds are spent. These facilities should be inspirational to be in! The environment
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We need to go back to a movable track system in the middle schools and high
schools. One size fits none, and not everyone is going to college nor should they. Bring
back the challenge classes that students must earn their way into, bring back more
vocational options and the old occupational work experience for students who will
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never be interested in academic. Start foreign language in the elementary level
when students can still learn it easily.



We need to reexamine what it takes to develop a child into an adult. Life lessons and
social skills are as, if not more, important than test scores and academic achievement.



DR

when will he/she start
Why is "academic caliber" not a choice for Q14?? This is the MOST important aspect of

A

school, where the goal should be to LEARN. Also, in reference to Clinton Elementary's
overcrowding situation, I have a child who started kindergarten this year. I moved to
Columbus with my family and chose to live in Clintonville because of Clinton's academic reputation. If the enrollment boundaries are redrawn, we are likely to be excluded because we live in south Clintonville. This is not just an academic issue, as the
neighboring elementary schools are nowhere near as good as Clinton, but also a
crime issue. South Clintonville residents work very hard to keep crime out. If Clinton's
borders are redrawn, you can count on decreased property values and a jump in
crime. We will likely move - why deal with crime and not reap benefits of a great
school elementary school? We chose Clintonville over other areas (Upper Arlington,
Grandview, Dublin) because it offered a good mix of affordability, excellent education, and an attractive neighborhood. If you take out education (and crime increases
in the process), you are downgrading the appeal of Clintonville and would-be residents like my family.

FT

When considering a school for my child, I consider the quality of the academics at the
When it comes to education, one size does NOT fit all. Quality education and safety

are so important. I believe CPS is doing a great job trying to offer the diverse choices
that families demand. However, some of the facilities are just so run down it has no
"curb appeal". If you've ever driven by the Northland grounds it looks awful. Haunted
almost. But the suburban schools boast brand new facilities and campus-like grounds
therefore people gravitate there. I know it costs money but lets have a little pride in
our community schools so kids will want to be there. Thank you






When choosing a school for my children, I am also very concerned about class size

school above everything else listed above. That seems like a pretty big omission.



When the levy for rebuilding/renovating schools was passed back in the early 2000's,
Valleyview Elementary was slated for a new building. After a while, Valleyview was
"downgraded" to renovation, and then eventually kicked off the list entirely. Meanwhile the school gets 15 years older, 15 years more out-of-date, 15 years more rundown, while beautiful new schools are build elsewhere throughout the district. If you
want to show CCS families and students that education matters, perhaps you should
consider a more equitable distribution of funds, goods, and services.

When choosing a school for my child I was most interested in the test results and repu-

and the amount and frequency of specials (Art, Music, Gym, etc.) offered.





We think cultural diversity and parent involvement are VERY important, and not con-

tation regarding a quality educational opportunity.



When schools that already perform well academically and have a strong parent network are passed over for renovations multiple times, even after they were promised in
a previous levy, only upsets and angers the electorate. The district is seen pouring millions of dollars into failing schools, and they continue to fail. Try putting some money
where your academic bragging rights have been for more than a decade.

We should get all new teachers .And are school should be in bexley

sidered in any of the above questions. Also, having a good performing arts and music
program have benefitted our children. A sports program that emphasizes character,
team building and has a zero tolerance policy for violence and bad sportsmanship is
absolutely vital to our Columbus City Schools programming. There should be no tolerance for coaches that scream negative comments and berate the athletes on their
teams.





we need to take care and use the buildings we have. NOT just tear down and build
new. Qualified teachers MUST be hired.. we want the BEST for our kids as they are our
future! Parents MUST be involved.. the community must be involved and encouraged
to be a part of it.. Programs must be started and continued. Not start and stop... Kids
need to go to school in THEIR neighborhood...not allowed to pick and choose.. quality
schools are a right as a kid. Not just for the lucky ones who have parents who care
Match kids who's parents care less to people who care and want to be mentors etc...




sited to facilitate walking and biking to school while discouraging parent pick-up and
drop-off which causes a ripple effect in the neighborhood transportation system and
the bordering arterials.



posed levy increase. I would like to see where our tax money is being spent. Open the
check book for online viewing, just as the State is doing.

When planning the future of school siting please consider rehabilitating older buildings,
building on parcels that are already integrated into the surrounding community and/
or would be better integrated into the community with a rehabbed or new school on
the parcel and locating schools where they can act as a center for the community if
the community lacks such a central gathering place. Transportation should always
be a consideration. Schools should be accessible by all modes of transportation and
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Why is there no online version of the finances for the school expenditures and pro-



With a portion of the Ohio lottery going toward the schools, the schools should be in
much better condition than what they are. There should be PTA programs and other
programs for parents to be involved in. All of the schools should have air conditioning
by now.



With more specific information, some of the answers I've given could potentially
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Years ago they an Superintendent named James Hyre He spoke about positive programs at CCS He went around telling the kids and others how good they were doing. 

Dr Goode seems to do this and I hope he continues on this path. I still say that promoting athletics and CCS rich history is the way to revitalize the schools, It works in the 
change, so that needs to be considered. Right now we have a huge population
growth in the north end of the city and surrounding suburbs, so space issues are not
unique to the CCS district. Maybe the District should talk with some of the suburban
districts, just to see how other school systems are handling similar issues?



Alumni
Alumni
Alumni with younger siblings enrolled
Arts is the best in the world
CAHS Alumna

CCS alumni from K-12. Also a parent from K-8. I was a teacher in the district for 10
years as well



























CCS Alumnus

DR

suburbs , with the Westerville's and Hilliard's . it brings the parents to the school and
once they are there they start a lot of other programs Neighborhood pride returns
when like West vs East and this feeling flows into the classroom , staff and administration. Everything about that school from the band, athletic teams , academic performance and behavior is a reflection of where people live and people will take pride in
that we deal with a very tough population and we need to find ways to involve the
kids in positive activity . Currently CCS has the toughest grade requirement to participate than any system around that includes all the surrounding suburb systems.. WHY?
we are not dealing with Notre Dame kids It seems that we are looking for ways to
keep them out, which is the easier path for at risk students , than looking for ways to
bring them in.

Alumni

yes I do want the school to move.

You need to do something about the problem of racism in the schools. Your schools
are predominantly African American and at more then one school there are only a
few white kids who get bullied everyday just because of race.

CCS Graduate.
childcare administrator
Citizen of Ohio/Franklin Co.
City employee
City Year
City Year Core Member
City Year Corps Member
City Year Member
City Year working in a CCS

FT

Question 17: Which group best represents you? Please check all that apply. Other














CCS Graduate

A




CCS graduate

1973 graduate of West High School
1973 Walnut Ridge grad, former parent, and retiree 6-2013.
Ad-Hoc Committee Member
Agency Provider of services
agency staff who frequently visits schools
Alum
alumna
Alumna
Alumna
Alumna
Alumni
Alumni
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civic leader

College Access org in CCS HS

Community and business leader. Top ranking hs coach for ccs. Alumni.
Community Center Manager
community leader

COMMUNITY RECREATION MANAGER
Community Volunteer in multiple CCS buildings
Concerned resident, affiliated professional and future parent of a CCS student.
CPS Alumni/Interested Non-resident
Current resident and future parent
District Graduate
District graduate.
Educational Consultant
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County during the week.

Educator (other district)



Former parent

school district.

Former parent of student. Student left the district for stronger academic programs.
Former staff
Former student
Former student

Former student, family member of current ccs students, pre-service special education
teacher
Former teacher
friends and family
future parent

Glad my daughter can stay with her friends and teacher with all her struggles she's
going through
Graduate
Graduate of CCS
Grandmother
Grandparent

IKIC
Interested resident with children who will eventually be students in CCS

Involved PTA parent and school volunteer
Live next to Columbus school district
local employee
Local tutor

Grandparent
grandparent
Grandparent

Mentor through Project Mentor
My children attended Columbus for the programing as younger students but we












My children graduated from CCS. I will continue to support the PUBLIC schools.

non profit partner
Outreach social worker
Parent Consultant (district vendor)
Parent of ccs graduated
Parent of former CCS students

FT

grandparent

Member of Innovation and Reform Committee

moved out of district for the lack of strong programing availability at the middle and
high school level.

Grandparent
Grandparent of CCS student
Higher Education Professional
High school graduate

I am also a graduate of Columbus City Schools.
I am currently running for state Rep in the 18 district and I am focused on bringing the






I am staff and parent of students in CCS

I live in Cbus on weekends and am a teacher in an inner ring community in Cuyahoga 
skilled trades, stem, and technology programs to give Ohio kids a pathway to employment with livable pay within the market sectors in our current economic structure that
need employees now. Too much emphasis has been put on making professional test
takers and then into college preparedness that has saturated market sectors in our
economic structure that have now undervalued a bachelor's degree in the workforce.




I work in a non-profit that serves the district.

A
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I use to teach for CCS as well. Now I am a child are center owner within the CCS
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parent of three-year-old
Pastor

please listen to the kids and there ideas
Please move the Hayden's Crossing North Neighborhood to Hilliard schools. The
schools are too far away from where we live and Columbus is no longer considering to
build a school near us.
Police Officer
Potential Pre-K Parent
Reading Buddy & School Based Council Member
Recreation Center Manager
Resident
Retired educator.
Retired Teacher
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Retired teacher
Service provider
Tax payer
Tax payer
Taxpayer
Taxpayer

Teacher in another district
Urban Planner
Volunteer
Volunteer in 43206 school
We have a student currently in the district
west high alum

Wife of community leader Emmanuel Remy. He is the President of Northland Community Council.




DR















Will be having children in 3-5 years.
Work in Juvenile Court.

FT

A
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